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Mayor Baker’s

Fun In The Sun On
22nd Street South

Achievements Earn Him
National Attention

25

Celebrating
Black
History

■ "I do the best I can to make things
better for as many people as I can."

We continue the month long
celebration of Black History by honoring
historical figures of St. Petersburg who
made a major impact in the lives of
people in the community by educating,
healing, managing and entertaining them.
Others who were not high profile people
were just as appreciated because many of
us stand on their shoulders today and
look toward the future as we prepare a
generation of movers and shakers to take
the torch and continue the race. History,
though not always appreciated by the
youth, is important to them knowing who
they are and what their legacy could be.
The men and women profiled in this
weeks issue are but a few who deserve
recognition. Please turn to page ten to
learn more about these outstanding his
torical figures.

Everyone’s Youth United, Inc. proudly strut their stuff.

By Rosalie Peck
Mayor Rick Baker recognizes and applauds
improvement
By-Joyce Nanette Johnson
Challenger Correspondent

recently sat down with
Mayor Rick Baker of

1

St. Petersburg to discuss
some of the innovative programs he and his teams

have put in place to help
elevate the educational
needs of all the children in
St. Petersburg. He has
reached out to the schools,
private corporations, teach
ers and even offered self
empowerment to the stu
dents themselves to help
attain that goal. His plat
form that he ran on in his
last two campaigns, which
he called “the Baker Plan”
included neighborhood ser
vices, the redevelopment of
midtown, schools, and pub
lic safety.
Mayor Baker has
developed several pro
grams under the umbrella
of “The Mayors Mentors
and More Program Initia
tive ” This program encom
passes
the Doorways
Scholarship,
Corporate
Partnership, mentoring,
teacher recruitment, and
merit recognition.
The Doorways Schol-

WHAT'S

arship is an incentive that
Baker put into place during
his first year in office. It
•offers a free four-year col
lege scholarship to certain
disadvantaged students.
According to Mayor Baker,
“ They start in the 6th grade
and have to meet only 5
requirements to meet the
guide lines. They must be
in a free or reduced lunch
program, maintain a C
average, commit to all class
assignments, and remain
drug and crime free. They
are also assigned a mentor.
Before this program those
kids only had a 35%
ehance of graduating, but
after completing this pro
gram they have an 80-90%
chance of graduating. The
biggest incentive for the
kids is to know that they
can go to college when
most of their parents didn’t
have the same opportuni
ty.” |
A big component in the
success of the Doorways
Scholarship program and
improving St. Petersburg’s
schools rating is the “Men-

Baker
continued on pg. 2

Challenger Feature Writer

Threat of rain was not enough to
keep the “pure in heart” from corning to
“the Deuces” for another celebration of
good things happening along the street,
once the heart and soul of St.Petersburg’s

Black community during troublesome
times of segregation.
I talked to peo
ple who remembered' and many who had
little knowledge of historic 22nd Street
and the part it played in segregated times
in St Petersburg.

I inhaled tantalizing aromas of barb-que, fried fish, hot dogs, fresh fruit,
baked goods and vegetables, yards
before getting to the festivities as I heard
and watched the animated conversations

22nd Street

continued on pg. 3

Davis Is First Black To Win Individual Gold
By Mike Wise
Washington Post Staff Writer
TURIN, Italy, - "Come on, Shani,"
Reginald Shuck, his father, whispered
from the stands. "Come on." The
swiftest of the 1,000-meter U.S. speedskaters rounded the final turn, pushing
harder off each blade, moving like a blur
around the large oval. Shani Davis kept
pushing, toward gold — and more.
Chad Hedrick, Davis's outspoken
competitor more than a teammate, need
ed to be caught. Olympic history —
never had a black man won gold at a
Winter Games — needed to be claimed.
And Reginald Shuck needed to know
there was some payoff for a 6-year-old
boy taking up a sport almost no black
children from Chicago do. "I remember
when he was little and nobody believed
in his ability to do well at the sport,"
Shuck said. "People didn't take him seri
ously. This would be vindication for
him."
The clock read 1 minute 8.89 sec
onds, more than half a second better
than Hedrick, who would finish sixth.

The win by Shani Davis gives the U S. men their third consecutive gold
medal in the individual events at the Olympic oval. (Max Rossi - Reuters)
American Joey Cheek started blindingly
quick but finished .27 of a second
behind Davis, the lone wolf of the U.S.
team — and new Olympic champion.
Davis became the first black athlete

to capture a Winter Games gold medal in
an individual sport. His victory came
four years after Vonetta Flowers, the
bobsledder from Alabama, made history
at the 2002 Salt Lake Games as the first

black athlete to win gold.
Cheek made it a 1-2 U.S. finish,
completing his Olympic collection with
a silver medal. He won a bronze at Salt
Lake City in 2002 in the 1,000 meters
and won gold in the 500 here last week,
donating his $25,000 prize money from
the U.S. Olympic Committee to Right
To Play, the charity foundation of Nor
wegian speedskating legend Johann
Olav Koss. He gave another $15,000 on
Saturday night, lending some feel-good
humanitarianism to an otherwise catty
affair.
Davis's victory quelled, for the
moment, the unpatriotic talk after Davis
opted to sit out of the team pursuit to
concentrate on his specialty. Hedrick
sniped at Davis afterward, saying he
would have done whatever was best for
the U.S. team, which finished sixth
without Davis.
"Chad wishes h& pould have moti
vated Shani to help him win the gold,"
said Shuck. "But Shani has to take care

Davis
continued on pg. 13
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MIDTOWN NEWS
Baker from front page
toring Program.” Mayor Baker encourages each city
employee to donate 1 hour per week to help mentor stu
dents, which is paid back to them by the city. “At This
time we have over 200 city employees, that mentor in our
school system.” Mayor Baker is a mentor himself at
North East High School.
The Mayor also has solicited and received support
from the corporate community and that support is chan
neled under the Mayor’s Corporate Partnership Program.
He has recruited 70 corporations to partner or “adopt” 47
of St. Petersburg’s schools. “The city facilitates the meet
ing between a principal of a school and a corporation.
During this session the school informs the corporation
exactly what type of help would be most beneficial to
them” says Baker. The need might come in the form of
request for computers, supplies, mentor, and even .minor
renovations. Mayor Baker further detailed, “The corpora
tions mentors are trained by the city employees who them
selves have been mentors. City employees have trained
over 1000 corporate employees to become mentors”.
Some of the corporations are Raymond James, Ceridian,
and Sun Trust Bank.
As in many other cities in America today, additional
funding for any program is stringent and difficult to
receive, but Mayor Baker has worked to address that
obstruction, by having at least seven St. Pete schools
become part of the Partnership to Advance School Suc
cess, PASS . This program was developed by the Council
for Educational Change. Its purpose is to increase student
grades in low performing schools. It’s a dynamic concept
that teams a CEO, a principal, and educator to help devel
op procedures in a business format strategy that actually
develops into a school’s improvement reality. The CEC,
through the Department of Education provides $75,000 to
match any corporate .donation that a school has acquired.
“We currently have 7 schools that have received
PASS funds” Mayor Baker cited. “Mt. Vernon Elemen
tary had been a D school for 3 years, but after partnering
with Raymond lames, and receiving the additional educa
tional fimding, it is now an AA school” he stated proudly.
With that stunning success Mayor Baker and Dr.
Sarah Lind, who is the policy administrator for the city
and the city’s guidance administrator of the public school
system, went back to Mt. Vernon Elementary and Ray
mond lames and reviewed every thing they had done to

ri

get those results that helped to turn that school around.
“We ended up with a blueprint or strategy for all schools
in the’future. This achievement has brought national
attention to the Mayor’s educational programs.” Mayor
Bart Peterson, who is the mayor of Indianapolis, and pres
ident of the National League of Cities, has contacted
Mayor Baker about this city’s unique involvement in pub
lic programs and he and the mayor will co-chair a nation
al conference, attended by mayors from across the coun
try, to take place here in April.
The recruitment of qualified teachers is a national
concern. St. Petersburg has the 22nd largest school sys
tem in the country. It has 30% of all schools in Pinellas
County. Mayor Baker again has found an original way to
attract teachers through his “A+ program.” This program
offers teachers a $14,000 interest free loan for home pur
chases if they commit to teach in St. Petersburg, and an
$18,000 loan if they purchase a home in the Midtown
area. Each year 10% of the loan is forgiven and after 10
years, if they are still teachingin St. Petersburg, the entire
loan is forgiven. Through thatprogram the city has gained
27 new teachers.
Mayor Baker also emphasizes recognizing and
applauding improvement. Through his“Top Apple
Award” Awards are given to schools that have rased their
grade by one level. The program awards each principal,
and assistant principal with dinner, American Stage the
ater tickets, banners, and a yearly banquet, which is tele
vised locally. “Last year we had 28 schools that were
given that award, that represents a 59% improvement in
our schools overall. We now have 13" A" schools and no
D schools”, said Baker.
During Mayor Baker’s tenure there have been many
changes in St. Petersburg. The revitalization of down
town, redevelopment of Midtown, and these new school
initiatives just to name a few. There are also other con
cerns that loom heavily over the future of the city such as
affordable housing, homelessness, and at times racial
flare-ups. The mayor, referring to the sporadic racial ten
sion, said he thought race relations were good and 92% of
midtown had voted for him and he believed people
thought he was going in the right direction. Mayor Baker
what would you want your legacy to be as mayor of St.
Petersburg? “I don’t focus on that. I do the best I can to
make things better for as many people as I can,” he said.
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THE ART
OF LIVING
Norman E. Jones, Jr.

THE INITIAL OFFICIAL ST. PETERSBURG
BLACK HISTORY MONTH FESTIVAL
It was a typical winter
day in this resort city on
Saturday, February 28,1981. The
82 degree weather and sunny
skies were not unusual. The
snowbirds were present. The
national
and
international
visitors were enjoying area
beaches and the St. Louis
Cardinals and New York Mets
were ending their annual spring
training games at Al Lang
Stadium.
The event at Williams
Park was not as typical. It was
the site of “The Heritage Black
Arts Festival:” This was the
location of the city’s first Black
History Month Proclamation,
officiating participation of Black
History Month, The four hour
event was staged before an
audience of more than 400
spectators.
Mayor
Corrine
Freeman signed the city’s initial
Black
History
Month
Proclamation.
The festival featured

r~~1' EStfc

local speakers and entertainers
and community organizations.
Carl D. White served as the
master of ceremonies.
Reverend H. NcNiel
Harris, Pastor of the Bethel AME
Church gave the invocation.
Mohammed Conner, Executive
Director
of
Community
Volunteer Services, spoke about
the value of volunteering, Moses
Green talked about black
business and Louis Fillyau’s
message was on the achieve
ments of African Americans.
Miss Black St. Petersburg,
Deborah Howard, Vivian Floureny
Monique McCloud and Bob Irvin
and the Raiders offered vocal
songs. The Steel Drum Factory
preformed, the Ambrosia Fashion
League showed the latest fashions,
Delores Green gave a recital, and
Lester Hope, Priscilla Catalano,
Pam Mitchell and Paul Mitchell
danced. Ventriloquist S. (Hinky Dink) Manning also preformed.
The
Afro
American
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Honor Old traditions. Begin New Ones.
In St. Pet ersbu rg/Clearwater — Hom* to America'* #1 Beach.
The H tWfstewrg/Oaarwatar Area Cenwnrien & Vtelters Swraau te a preuri partner
American Heritage Ceteferatm Min
Pwmare iftfernwibn, visit

7th Annual Florida African

in Margate Rneweed Cultural Park on Saturday, February 2§ from 11 a,m. te 5$© pM
W

Wtm. Per destination Information, visit FloridasBeach.«>m er call I7X1S2J224.
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Society at Eckerd College, the
Boys Si Girls clubs of Pinellas
County, Campbell Park Recreation
Center’s Brown Sugar Dolls,
Wildwood Starlights and Boca
Ciega Dance Group rounded out
the entertainment.
The Mayor’s Awards Community, Education, Bu
siness and Communication were given to James Simmons,
Executive Director, Pinellas
County Urban League, Fmanuel
Stewart, Ike McBride, David
Rodgers, and AI Downing,
respectively. The festival con
cluded with a reception on the
fourth floor of the historic
St. Petersburg Pier.
This historic event was
co-sponsored by area banks
Barnett Bank, St. Petersburg
Federal
Saving
&
Loan
Association, Florida Federal
Savings,
Franklin
Federal,
Rutland Banks, Century Bank,
Landmark Union Trust Bank and
Home Federal Savings & Loan.

MIDTOWN NEWS continued

22nd Street from front page
amongst the crowd. My thoughts flashed back to the
time when 22nd Street was alive and well in terms of
people, popularity, and purpose. My hopes flashed for
ward to what the street can, and must become. It was
fun to be there again.
Joe Bryant recalled a time when 22nd Street was
special to people whose roots came out of Jordan Park.
He recalled the Harlem Theater, the city’s first Black
theater, “I remember when two Royal Crown bottles
caps would get you in,” he said. “Blazing Saddles was
the first movie I ever saw in my life,” he continued.
Looking around and smiling Mr. Bryant shaied fond
memories of the Manhattan Casino, Geech’s Bar-BQue and Green’s Bakery, His siblings were delivered
by midwives, but he was bom at Mercy Hospital.
Bryant is an entrepreneur who owns Bryant Media
Inc., which offers affordable advertising for small busi
nesses. He feels good about what is happening to
restore life to 22nd Street South. “It’s a good thing,” he
said.
George Nixon remembers the Harlem Theater and
paying twenty five cents to get into the Royal Theater.
He remembers “shotgun houses.” “Mixing and min
gling on Twenty Second Street south brings back mem
ories,” he said. Nixon lived in Jordan Park. He has
vivid memories of Red Star Market, where his father,
Willie Nixon, was the butcher. His father saved his
money and opened his own grocery store and High Hat
Beer Garden on Fairfield Avenue and 28th Street
South, a business establishment previously owned by
his mother, Bertha Nixon and his aunt Cora Oliver.
“The building still stands,” he said. Mr. Nixon is first
cousin of Nate Oliver, who in the 1950’s played with
the Brooklyn Dodgers. “Our roots go deep,” he said, “I
am happy to see changes made,”
Tyree Butler, 20, is a native of St. Petersburg. His
memories of'Twenty Second Street can only reflect
decline of the once vibrant street. He is impressed by
what is happening in Midtown. “Revitalization is need
ed to make our city look like spmething,” he said.
Tyree lives nearby, on Sixteenth Street and feels “Free
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and fun to be part of ‘Feet on the Street.’” He is a grad
uate of Gibbs High School, and says he is gainfully
employed, and looking forward to future activities
along the historic corridor.
Officer Joe Smith, of the St. Petersburg Police
Department for 23 years, is a native of the city. “It is
great. Anytime you see an area of development, it’s
always good especially an area with a history as rich as
Twenty Second Street South.”
Clint Page, and Dar Webb, photographers, took
part in the ‘Feet On The Street” celebration for the sec
ond year. “I got involved because it is the only project
like this that I know of,” Dar said. “It’s a community
photography project; and celebration of an important
piece of history that we think is very worthwhile. That
is why we are volunteers taking part in the activity. It
is our pleasure to be here,” they said.
Dr. Yvette “Ginger” Baber, Director of the Carter
G. Woodson History Museum, was pleased to have six
teen teenage participants in the Oral History Project
present, taking pictures and talking to people of all
ages about historic 22nd Street South. A plus for them
she said, was being greeted by Mayor Rick Baker. Not
only were they impressed by his presence, hut his
height. “Oh-oooo! He’s so tall!” One youngster
exclaimed.
Mark Koorland, a member of the Carter G. Woodson Museum Board of Directors, and faculty member
of USF St. Petersburg, said, “It is a wonderful day.
Anytime kids get to learn history first hand, it is a won
derful experience. These are the kinds of things inter
esting to me; that kids learn about the past by talking
with older people. That is why I am interested in the
museum as a source of education for the children.”
A highlight of the day was a spirited marching
band, with talented musicians and pretty majorettes,
reminiscent of days when Gibbs High School marching
band led by majorettes Verdya Dennard Robinson,
Pauline Givens Besselli and the incomparable Ella Lee
King thrilled crowds from 22nd Street to Campbell
Park on Homecoming Day.
“Feet On The Street” is more than fun in the Sun.
It is part of the concept of being an integral part of
“Another Fine Day in St. Petersburg.” Good things are

tpetersburq
For the best pastries (pies, cakes,
bread pudding, etc.} and sandwiches

Feb. 23 • Lighting The Flame
Science Center 7701 22nd Aire. N. ■ 6:30

in Midtown, visit Green’s

p.m. Fundraising event highlighting Black
History Month and the Science Center’s
African American Scientists and Inventors

Bakery & Sandwich Shop.
306518th Ave. S. Everything is
made tram the freshest Ingredients.

display, www.se i e n cecente ralpine I las .com
or 727 354 0027.

Mo preservatives are used. Open
daily 9:30 a.m. la 4:3B p.m. {closed
Sundays] • Call 323-2D89 In Order

Feb.

The newly expanded Euro-Bake,

Coliseum, 535 4th Ave. N. ■ 8 p.m. Young
artists competition winners. $12 admis

a wholesale German bakery in
Midtown at 1927 Fourth Ave $ host

sion. • 727-892-5202.

ed a grand opening Ibis month.
Products include French rolls, French
baguettes, ciabattas and alher spe
cially breads. Expansion plans
Include remodeling the termer build
ing into an artisan bread loaf factory.

Feb. 24 • The Florida Orchestra
Super Pops fiafti Austin.’A
Pasadena Community Church, 227 70th St.
S. • fl p.m. Richard Kaufman, conductor.
Tickets $15.50 to $50.50 • 800-662-7286.

Fred's Carpet can meel ail your
carpet and tile needs. Visit the show-

Feb. 24 to 26 » Gasparilla
Classic Invitational •Tropicana

room al 2942 1Blh Ave, 5. and ask
for Fred er Letetia Stephens. Fred

Field
• Fri. & Sat. 8 a.m. to 10 p.m., Sun. 8
am. to 6 p.m. Gymnasts from around the
world compote. $15 admission *

offers quick. professional service al
a competitive price * Call 321-8080
for a free estimate.

www.linlitninqcity.Qrn or 813*558-0035.

Roses’ Jamaican-American
Variety Store * 3000 Centra!

Feb. 25 * Black History Festival
Sweelbay Supermarket, 1794 22nd St. S.
11 a.m. te 3 p.m. History exhibits, African

Ave. • Specializes in West Indian
and American food products and
merchandise. The stare is stocked

American art, tree heallh screenings, give
aways, foce palming, live entertainment,

with Jamaican heel patties, ripe
plantains, hard dough bread and a
variety ol desserts ■ Call 327-1872.

food and beverages • Free * 727*551-3408.

Fab. 25 • Saturday Marninfi

Looking for unique and Dne-ol-akind gifts or Jewelry? Visit RoCo
Traders at 2115 Genital Ave. The
shop alters wrought iron, wood and
leather furniture, tile end glass

Market • Central Ave. from 1st to 2nd SI.
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. • www.sattirdaymorninnUiaiMjffiin or 727-455-4921.

Fab. 25 • Florida African
American Heritage Celebration •

mosaic lab les, hand-blown glass*
ware, fountains and outdoor

Pinewood Cultural Park, Walsingham Rd. A

planters, and products from Nepal,
Mexico, Bali and India ♦ Cal! 895“
8922 or visit www.racotradfers.com

See a variety of African-influenced musical
performances, step show competition, craft

Savanna’s Nursery * 2601 34th
SI S * Wholesale and retail busi
ness that offers plants, plant materi

See additional photos on page 19

24 « Tamps Bay Symphony

als and landscaping services. II spe
cializes in palm trees, landscape
design and solutions to pest control
and weed problems ♦Call 864-6344

1250i St. H, Largo. *11 a.m, te 5:30 p.m.
’

show, storytelling, Heritage Village tiisloric
tours, ethnic and traditional toad and
museum exhibits. * Free • 727-588-8342.

Fab. 26 « Music Fast On The
Water • The Pier, 800 2nd Ave. N.E. 1 to
4 p.m. Live music in the courtyard * Free *
727-821-6443.

Tha 16th Street Corridor has
undergone a re-awoken I np. Several
new businesses are new open Wfosl
notable is the 1 Blh Street Mall, at
154416th SI. S.. that houses a nail
seton, hair salon, beauty supply
store, barber shop, t-shirt store, and
a discount retail store. A medical
supply si ore, art gallery and florist
have also opened along Ihe corridor.

Fab. 26 * Sunshine C*ity Samel
Concert • Williams Park, 4th SI. & 2nd
Ave. N. 2 te 3 p.m. Musical variety show
held Sundays through mis-Mar* Free *
727-800-1541.

Fab. 26 « Festivals Of Speed
Vinoy Park, Bayshore Dr. A 7th Ave. M.E. •
9 a.m. te 6 p.m. Display at exotic cars,
boats, and motorcycles. Music and awards
presentations. www.tB8ttyalsefepeed.com

POETRY CORNER

For more than 35 years, flte
an advertising-supported

To Speak A Fault

news vehicle for the AfricanAmerican communities ol Tampa

or 352-385-9450.

Fab- 26 ■ Closing Caramonias

In speaking of a person’s fault,

Bay, has produced a weekly paper
that can be pure based at various
local eslablishments or delivered te
your home, Td subscribe or place art
ad or an article, visit the Challenger

Gospel Extravaganza • USF Campus

at 2500 Dr. ML. King Jr. SI. S. or call
806-2922 Send news releases to:

artist and gospel sensation Lucinda Moore,
The Gibbs Gladiator Gospel Choir, The USF
Gospel Choir amt many more local groups •

Pray don’t forget your own.
Remember that those in houses of glass
Shall never throw a stone.
If we have nothing else to do
But search for guilt and sin,
Tis better when we commence at home

And though I sometimes hope to be
No worse than some I know.
My own shortcoming have bid me to

And from that point begin.

Let the fault of others go.

Some have faults and who has not,

Then, let us all when we commence
To slander friends and foe,

The old as well as young
We may perhaps for ought we know
Have fifty to their none.
I will tell you of a better plan
that I have found works full well,

An Even/tt# Of Jayft/f Smtmtfs
Activities Center, 2nd St. & 6th Ave. 8. • 7
fo 9 pm. Festering national recording

727-873-4559.

To think of harm that one may
do to those we little know.
And think of curious it sometime light

To try my own defective cure

Our chicken roost at home
Don’t speak of the other person’s fault

I or others tell.

Until you have none of your own..

Author unknown

stpetersbirg
www.slpele.or6

Economic Dewlofimant
Cantfinuing The
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The Weekly Challenger Newspaper
We Value Diversity«We Value Education. We Value History.
•
•
•

A knowledge of history brings a feeling of fellowship that runs through the ages - be it a territory, a village, a district, or a nation.
To live without history is likened to living without a form of memory;
To be without history is to live without roots or a past, with the present having no real foundation, and very little meaning for fhe future.

•
•

To know the events of our past (can help us) to know what futhre events can be.
The Weekly Challenger is committed to featuring articles of all ethnic cultures for the reading enjoyment of both the young and old generations.

A City Back On Parade

Black History - Images On Film
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By Darryl James

2500 M.L. King Jr. (9th) Street South
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THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best
lead the world from racial antagonism when it accords
to every man, regardless of race, creed or color, his
human and legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no
(nan... the Black Press strives to help every man in the
firm belief that all men are hurt as long as anyone is
held back.
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Washington Post - Down in New Orleans they’re having Mardi Gras, and I
don't know whether the rest of us are supposed to laugh or cry.
Let’s see: Vast tracts of the city are mold-infested and uninhabited, some
neighborhoods are reduced to rubble, two-thirds of the population is dispersed
around the country, more than a thousand people are dead, the levees around the
city are patched together, in just three months or so a new hurricane season begins
— and the people of New Orleans are spending precious time and energy to throw
a humongous party in the streets.
Last fall, even before the devastating floodwaters had receded, the shape of this
year’s post-tragedy Mardi Gras had become a matter of serious public debate, the
stuff of impassioned letters to the editor. Anyone who dared suggest that maybe the
city ought to think about skipping the party, just this once, was peremptorily
dismissed — not just the know-nothing outsiders (like me) who couldn’t possibly
understand, but also the displaced'evacuees sitting in cramped apartments outside
Houston or Dallas, stunned that their hometown would stage a Mardi Gras that so
many of its people couldn't possibly come home to enjoy.
I found this show-must-go-on consensus jarring, but I should have thought,
back to my time as a correspondent for The Post covering South America;
specifically Brazil, and remembered how important the tradition of pre-Lenten
carnival can be to a society. Carnival in Brazil is more than an officially sanctioned
bacchanal, it’s like a national birthright — a guaranteed, weeklong interlude during
which inhibiting rules are suspended, most societal barriers are ignored and all,
manner of oppressive problems are deferred.
Of course, putting problems out of your mind doesn’t make them go away.
It was while I was, ahem, “covering” carnival in Rio one year that I was able to see
in starkest relief the racial and economic disparities in Brazilian society. There
could have been no carnival without the multitudes of poor, black Brazilians who
dressed up in fabulous, glittering costumes and danced through the streets as if
tomorrow would never come — and then, at cruel sunrise on Ash Wednesday, went
back to being poor, black and bereft of prospects.
At least we won’t have to worry that this year’s Mardi Gras celebration will
obscure New Orleans’s awful problems of race and poverty in a hailstorm of
beaded necklaces and plastic doubloons. A lot of poor, black New Orleanians won't
be able to come to the party anyway, since their homes are in ruins and they have
had to make new lives for themselves in cities far away. Their absence is statement
enough.
I don’t want to be too grouchy and judgmental about Mardi Gras, though.
If carnival is what you do every year, then it’s also who you are. You probably don’t
have a choice. Fittingly, the first parades have taken place beneath leaden skies and
been witnessed by sparse crowds. The “krewes,” or social clubs, that organize the
parades are having to scale back — fewer floats, shorter routes. Some of the parades
would normally pass through neighborhoods that aren’t neighborhoods anymore,
and had to be shifted to the part of the city that functions.
In any event, some good may come of this year’s attenuated Mardi Gras. One
benefit is much-needed revenue: Only half the usual number of tourists may visit
the city, but that’s better than nothing. It’s hard to imagine how the city will ever
recover unless tourism can be revived. The other benefit is our attention.
Hundreds pf journalists from around the world have gone to
New Orleans to cover Mardi Gras. Breathes there an editor who could resist this
tailor-made ‘‘peg,” or opportunity, to revisit the picturesque disaster zone? Is there
a reporter in creation nimble enough not to fall into the treacherous jazz-funeral
analogy?
In the end, it doesn’t matter whether we see Mardi Gras as a triumph of the
human spirit or a colossal waste of time. What really matters is that we see it at all
— that we look at the ruined city and remember what happened there. What matters
is that we recall the promise President Bush made to rebuild New Orleans for all
of its citizens and that we remind ourselves of the hundreds of thousands of people
who still can’t go home. What matters is that we think back to those Third World
images of poverty and despair we saw during the flood and renew our pledge never
to witness such scenes again.
If it takes a party, then let the party begin.

QUOTE OF THE DAY:
Living in the moment brings you a sense of
reverence for all of life's blessings.
Oprah Winfrey
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If you really want to know what scares America, don’t fool yourself into thinking it’s
the Black man with a gun-this nation put them there. The scariest Black man or woman is
the one with knowledge and a plan. But the most dangerous Black man or woman—to other
Black people-is the man or woman who has the power to assassinate the African American
image. Unfortunately, some of the most vicious assaults on the Black image have come
from our own community.
In the movie Hollywood Shuffle, film maker Robert Townsend attempted to deal
with Blacks who play demeaning roles in films just to get paid. Townsend’s
character admonished the “sellouts” with the tagline: “There is always work at the post
office.” That statement is very true indeed. The defending line for every demeaning role
in the history of film, from Hattie McDaniels ali the way to the new “Blaxploitation” era
of today is that for many Black actors, these are the only roles, available. Yet, no one is
forced to take a demeaning role in film, or to work for wages not to scale and in fact, there
have been Blacks participating in the independent side of film for a very long time.
The difference between African Americans and nearly every other ethnic group in
America is that we have done a poor job of controlling our own image. We can take
control of our own image by taking control of the image that is bought and sold in modem
film. It is weak to claim that demeaning roles are all, that is available, and it is particular
ly weak when the option of making our own films has been available for a long time.
For all the ranting and raving I do about Black-owned businesses and how
integration hurt us in many ways, I always get confused looks and questions from the
people who have no idea that we were making things happen in a real way when we had
real Black communities with real Black commerce. Qne such shining example was a Black
man from Metropolis, Illinois named Oscar Micheaux, who in 1919, made his own
full-length feature film from his novel called “The Homesteader.” He was the first
African-American to do so, and served as inspiration for Townsend, as well as Spike Lee,
Tim Reid and Carl Franklin, among other filmmakers.
The son of former slaves, Micheaux worked in, Chicago as a shoe shine boy while
pursuing his dream of being a writer, moving to South Dakota, where he penned several
novels, formed his own publishing company and sold copies of his books door to door.
Please read carefully, because while this story is nearly obscure, it should serve as
inspiration for every Black person in America today with a dream.
During Micheaux’s era, most of the films made were silent, and for the most part,-*
Blacks were silent as well as invisible, save for the buck-dancing, shuffling, demeaning
images of self-effacing actors such as Hattie McDaniel and Lincoln Perry, also known as
Stepin’ Fetchit.
Our very relationship with film was initiated with the early “classic,” Birth Of A
Nation. The “talkies” ushered in the era of Blacks as weak buffoons and idiots or manly
mammies when most of the actors were dark-skinned Negroes who continuously bucked
their eyes for outlandish comedic and demeaning effect. Actor Ving Rhames, Keenan
Ivory Wayans and other confused Negroes have been outspoken about calling Stepin’
Fetchit a hero, claiming that the shuffling, foolish actor from the early days of film opened
doors for today’s Black actors. What doors were opened by an embarrassment who claimed
his fame by bucking his eyes out of’his head in childlike fear, or by speaking in a slow,
dull-witted cartoonish voice, designed to provide comedy relief to racists? There were real
doors opened for Blacks, but they came in the form of high quality films with Blacks as
protagonists in respectable roles, written by a Black man1 named Oscar Micheaux.
Micheaux understood the film game and as an entrepreneur, knew that he would have to
start his own film company in order to get his stories to the silver screen. He did just that
and launched a successful film business with more than forty-three movies to his credit.
Micheaux’s film business was just that~a business. He hired all of the actors, made the
movies and even handled his own distribution to the seven hundred-plus Black theatres in
existence in the nation at that time. Do I have to repeat that there were more than seven
hundred Black theatres in existence before integration?
Currently, Earvin “Magic” Johnson is a revolutionary for attempting to rebuild what
once was, taking theatres into parts of Black America which haven’t held first-run
theatres in decades. His revolution is to build the future by revisiting the past. In the late
Eighties, Spike Lee set off a new Black Renaissance in film by regenerating interest in
Black-themed films with Black actors that weren’t pandering to America’s beloved Negro
stereotypes. There are a number of actors and actresses who are doing very good work on
television and in film, holding the line and refusing to denigrate our image for a paycheck
and fifteen minutes of fame.
Today, generations after Oscar Micheaux’s revolution in film making, it makes no
sense for anyone to say that they are taking a demeaning role because there is nothing else,
or that they have to avoid their dream because it is simply unavailable. Micheaux was not
a rich man, but he was able to accomplish his dreams by relying on resources found
within his own community. In order to generate funding for his films, Micheaux began
shopping the concept of an all-Black film to the Black theatres and asking for payment in
advance, which he would use to make the film.
‘
,
Micheaux wanted ,to make Black films with positive roles for Black actors. Think
about that the next time you are in front of the television when the new House Niggers
make everyone laugh on television or when the latest film featuring Blacks
over- exaggerating their own behavior for a punchline rolls through Hollywood for a
bellylaugh at us.
If we were controlling our own images, wC would not have to worry about what
anyone thinks about us. We would be the heroes as well as the. villains, the lovers as well
as the thieves and defining those roles ourselves. Further, the good roles wouldn’t be
relegated to a handful of shining Black princes and princesses who refuse to clown their
race for a punchline and a paycheck. If we wish to move beyond our present, we have only
to revisit our past. Let’s make Black history a part of the Black future.
Darryl James is an award-winning author and is now a filmmaker. His first
mini-movie, “Crack, ” will be released in March of this year. James’latest book, “Bridging
The Black Gender Gap, ” is the basis of his lectures and seminars Previous installments of
this column can now be viewed at www.bridgecolumn.com. James can be reached at
djames @ theblackgendergap. com
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Find the life you were meant to live aboard a Royal Caribbean InternationaP cruise vacation. Treat
yourself to blue skies and bluer waters. There’s also cool sounds in our Jazz bar and hot stones in our day
spa. And for the kids there’s ice cream and endless entertainment with our arcade and miniature golf course.
But these great prices won’t last long. So what’s stopping you? Get packing. Reserve your cruise today.

4 NIGHTS CARIBBEAN
\ “GRANDEUR OE THE SEAS’*
LEAVING TAMPA, FL
MARCH 2, MARCH 16, MARCH 30

frorrt

1-877-SGO-PACK
wvow.royalcaribbean.com/gopack
call

R( jyalCaribbcan
INTERNATIONAL

Get out there?

PricesAre per person, double occupancy, cruise only on select sailings. Government taxes and fees are additional.
Certain restrictions appfy. All prices are quoted in U.S. dollars. All. itineraries and prices are current at time of printing
and subject to change without notice.^) 2006 Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. Ships registered in the Bahamas.
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Civil Rights Group Calls For
Federal Probe After Nooses
Found At Florida Firehouse

JACKSONVILLE (AP) - A civil
rights group is calling for a federal
investigation of the city's fire department
after two black firefighters reported find

ing hangman's nooses on theirgear. Isa
iah Rumlin, president of the local chap
ter of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People, said he
will ask the Justice Department to inves
tigate an alleged culture of racism in the
Jacksonville Fire-Rescue Department.
Fire engineers Roderick Lewis and
Rufus Smith have been on administra
tive leave with pay since they reported
finding the nooses clipped to their coats
in a downtown firehouse Friday. Nooses
have in the past been used by racists to
intimidate blacks because of the connec
tion to lynching. Mayor John Peyton has
asked the city's Human Rights Commis
sion and the General Counsel's Office to
investigate.
Rumlin also told The Florida TimesUnion in Tuesday's edition that he wants
city officials to look into another fire
fighter's claim that he was taunted with a
• noose in September.

Parental Liaison Advocacy
Training
We Can Do it Better Together!
Parent, Schtrofan-d Community
This training opportunity is designed for community volunteers to least the skills
of advocating for parents and children in the community when responding to
concerns on:

ftmte
Discipiine

Reten&nis
ESE placement

■ Suspensions

Expulsions

,, .and other educational issues.

The traimne will be provided by Pinellas County Schools
Training O«tes:

Thursdays, March 2** and 9tt', 2006
Time: 10 AM-11:30 AM

Location:
1111 1 S’1'

Enoch Davis Caster
Ava South, St taeraburg;

A Deserving Tribute For Classical And Jazz Pianist
Lillette Jenkins-Wisner

On February 16th, local jazz
musicians gathered at the
Palladium Theater, downtown St.
Petersburg to pay homage to classi
cal and.jazz pianist Lillette JenkinsWisner. Her career began at the
tender age of six in her hometown
of New York City. She was initial
ly trained as a classical musician
but gradually became interested in
other musical styles, such as
gospel, ragtime and jazz. She pur
sued her educational studies at
New York University, New York
College of Music, and the
Westminister Choir College,
Princeton, New Jersey.
For many years she per
formed at Carnegie Hall for the
United Negro College Fund Choir.
She has also performed in the
Lorraine Hansberry Concert Series,
several European jazz festivals, and
in many college and university
concerts. During World War H,
Ms. Jenkins-Wisner performed
with the Special Services Unit of
the United States Army. On stage,
Ms. Jenkins-Wisner was Music
Director of the Off-Broadway
musical hit, “One Mo’Time” and
Music Director and performer in
the production of “The Life Story
of Thomas A. Dorsey.” Other
musical events in which she has

performed include “The Sarah
Vaughn Jazz Festival, “ and the
Crossroads Theater production of
“Eubie.” In addition, she has been
in several movies including “The
Cotton Club” and appeared regu
larly on the ABC television soap
opera series, “All My Children/’ ;
Numerous church choirs
in the New York/New Jersey
Metropolitan area have had Ms.
Jenkins-Wisner as their Minister of
Music. For a period of 25-years
she served as Director of the Mt.
Zion Baptist Church Gospel Choir,
Newark, New Jersey. And, in 1994
she was included in the
Distinguished Church Musicians
publication. She has been honored
for her distinguished work as
Music Therapist at various Senior
Citizen Centers, and has received
numerous awards honoring her
contributions and commitment to
the entertainment industry such as
the Essex County, NJ, Urban
League “Humanitarian Award,” the
Essex County Senior Citizen
Award,
and
the
coveted
“Evergreen” Award as a life-long
artist of New Jersey. She has also
received several proclamations
from the City of Newark, New
Jersey.
At her Palladium Theater

Lillette Jenkins-Wisner

saxophone, Karen Benjey, piano
and vocals, Rose Bilal, vocals,
Ernie Calhoun, tenor saxophone,
Michael Cerone, vocals, Fred
Edinborgh, drums, Andy Foertsch,
trombone, Ron Gregg, drums, Paul
Hafer, acoustic bass, Mike Hafer,
piano, Lorri Hafer, vocals, Tom
Hamilton, Stage Manager, Stan
Hunter, piano, John Lamb, bass,
Scott Murley, guitar, Al Secen,
vibraphone, Vincent Sims, guitar,
Glen Stevenson, bass, Arbra
Tawwab, poet, John Tschirhart,
bass, Ed Walker, Jr., vocals, Lyle
Warner, drums, and Bob Seymour,
as Master of Ceremonies.
The evening, turned out to
be most delightful with an abun
dance of musical talent performing
in an extra special way for the hon
oree of the evening Lillette
Jenkins-Wisner.

tribute, Bob Seymour, Jazz
Director,
WUSF
Public
Broadcasting, University of South
Florida read a proclamation from
the State of Florida honoring her
more than 50 years contribution to
the arts. Ms. Jenkins-Wisner will
also receive a Proclamation from
the City of Sarasota on March 20,
2006, to be presented by Mayor
Mary Anne Servien. Also, on the
evening of the tribute, Ms. JenkinsWisner received the prestigious
award in music the “Standing
Ovation” award. Rick Gee’s Jazz
Jamm, Inc. presents this award
annually to an individual whose
efforts have been outstanding and
directed towards “Keeping Jazz
Alive”.
Taking part in the musical
tribute with their performances
were George Allgaier, tenor saxo
phone, Henry Ashwood, Jr., alto
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Porch, Midtown literacy
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A collaboration of the Front
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.Elder Martin Rainey - 727/42<M32WWf Fax - 8664253
nmmtey390@8oi.com
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Williams Museum
Moving Some Exhibits
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SCHOOLS

WE WANT TO
HEAR FROM YOU

ST. PETERSBURG (AP) The Ted Williams Museum and
Hitters Hall of Fame is opening
a new location at Tropicana
Field in what could be the first
step in a major relocation.
Devil Rays president Matt Sil
verman, St. Petersburg Mayor
Rick Baker and museum offi
cials will hold a news confer
ence Thursday at Tampa Bay's
home ballpark.
The museum is currently
located north of St. Petersburg
in Hernando, which is near the

Williams' home. The last major
leaguer to hit .400 died on July
5,2002.

NO Out-Of-Pocket Costs!

Williams, considered one
of baseball's greatest hitters,
spent his entire Hall of Fame
career with the Boston Red
Sox. The annual induction cere
mony, which was held at the
museum when Williams was
alive, has become a dinner
event held during March in Fort
Myers, where the Red Sox hold
spring training

for Electric and Power Wheelchairs*
Sales • Service • Rentals
• Wheel Chairs - Electric and Manual «
• Power Chairs • Scooters ‘ Walkers 5
• Ramps • Lift Chairs

Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm Sat by Appointment

3300 Dr. Martin Luther King Street North
(9th St. North, across from Kash n' Karry)
‘Covered by Medicare &

(727) 820-9101

Supplements

Minority Owned

About the Choice Student Assignment Plan
The School Board of PineHas
County has created a task force to
make recommendations about the
student assignment plan for 2007
and beyond. The task force is made
up of individuals representing many
organizations and communities in
Pinellas. Task force members want
to know what the community thinks
about the current choice plan or
possible changes for fhe future.

I control nty diabetes so I’l be around
to see the next lackie Robinson.
featuring

Outreach sessions to get input from the community
are scheduled from 7-9 p.m. as follows:

With my diabetes under control,
I feel a lot better and have more
energy. Best of nil. I’m going to
be around for ray family.,, for my
friends... for life.

Pinellas Park High
6305 I f 8th Ave. N, Largo

March 6. 2006

Lakewood High
1400 54th Ave. S, St. Petersburg

March 16. 2006

Cypress Woods Elementary
4900 Cypress Woods Blvd,, Palm Harbor

John Hopkins Middle

irHir
«MHm1 ’ f «MWH»

A jetot

(Mosley Motel)

Mon-Thurs
Fri & Sat
Sun

rtoe

ttesMtwKHhft

Cemeretor
Oise*s»C«a»«i

ia m

Phone:
727.209.0177
Fax in your order

v-

Control your
dialfetes. »».

Fax:
727.209.0178

nr
<7?7 /ri
A WttOri M «V«4 Ot

Hours:
8 AM
9 PM
8AM-12RM
10 AM-4 PM

Delivery available

program

iMtuoef
M *' t I O X A I

701 16th St. S, St, Petersburg

For more information about the Choice Task Force,
visit www.oineilas.k12.fl.us or call (7271588-5186.

401 34th St N.
St. Petersburg, FL 33713

Call 1-800-438-5383 to taint more.
Or visit us at http/fodep.nib,gpv
s>f She National

March 22,2006

“Food for tha soul...”

My granddaughter means tlw world
to me. So Fm controlling my
diabetes. That means I keep my
blotxJ sugar close to normal by
watching what I eat and walking
even' day. I always take ray
medicine and test ray Wood sugar.

MAKE YOUR VOICE COUNT!
March 2,2006

Stephanie’s Catering Service

Controlling diabetes
makes a huge difference.

Great Food!

Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner

w
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH EVENTS AT ECKERD COLLEGE

Eckerd College is proud to announce its celebratory events for Black History Month. All events are free and
open to the public. Fox Hall and Griffin Chapel are located on the Eckerd College campus at 4200 54th
Avenue South in St. Petersburg. Call (727) 864-7979 for more information.

Blood Drive

From February 13 through February 25, all lifesaving donors who give blood at Florida Blood Services Donor
Centers will receive a voucher for two FREE tickets to see the Harlem Globetrotters, a voucher for two FREE
tickets to see the Tampa Bay Storm, and a wellness checkup of blood pressure, pulse, temperature and iron count,
including a cholesterol screening, plus the opportunity to save lives.
Toastmasters Club 2284 - Every Tuesday

"Hotel Rwanda: A Lesion Yet to be Learned" Tuesday, February 28,7:00 pm, Fox Hall
PAUL RUSESABAGTNA,

humanitarian

portrayed in the 2004 Academy Award-nominated film "Hotel Rwan

da" Ten years ago, as the country of Rwanda descended into madness, one man made a promise to protect the
family he loved - and ended up finding the courage to save over 1200 people. Over the course of 100 days,

at 6 pm

Public Speaking Club meets every Tuesday at 6 pm in St. Petersburg at Piccadilly Cafeteria on 34th St & 22nd
Ave. At Toastmasters Club 2284 you will overcome fear of speaking, develop self-esteem, improve leadership
skills & have fun! Call 320-0107 for more information.

almost one million people were killed in Rwanda. "Hotel Rwanda," nominated for three Academy Awards, tells

Lifeguards and Water Safety Instructors
Lifeguard training classes are offered to anyone 15 years or older. Classes are February 18 through March 4, Mon, Wed, Thur, 6-9

the inspiring story of real-life hero Paul Rusesabagina, a hotel manager in Rwanda who used his courage to

pm and Sat. 8:30 am - 3:30 pm at North Shore pool, 901N. Shore Dr. NE or April 3 through April 15, Mon, Wed, Thur, 5-8 pm

shelter over a thousand refugees from certain death. In November 2005, President George W. Bush awarded

andSat,8:30am-3:30pmatlakeVistapool,145060thAve.S. Ihe course fee is $75. For more information call 893-7727.

Mr. Rusesabagina the nation's highest civilian award, the Presidential Medal of Freedom. Part of the Eckerd
‘Read to Succeed” Family Read-A-Thon and Festival

College Presidential Events Series.

Midtown Community Partners for Family Literacy Partnership presents its 2nd annual Black History month event “Read to Suc
St. Petersburg Business Assistance Center Training Schedule

ceed” Family Read-A-Thon and Festival. The Front Porch Council is hosting the event at the Sanderlin Center at 2335 22nd Ave.

The St. Petersburg Business Assistance Center (BAC) offers free business training and counseling sessions to

South, Saturday February 25,2006,10:00 am - 2:00 pm. Mote than 20.000 flee books for families, storytelling, reading stories for >

assist emerging and existing small businesses with business development. We are located at 33 Sixth St. S, Suite

children grades K-12 and free f ood. For more information contact Elder Martin Rainey 420-1326/866-2589 or Patty Van Alstine -

301 (on the comer of 6th Street & lst Av. S.) http://www.stpete.org/bac.

727/458-0627.

RETIRED & SENIOR VOLUNTEER PROGRAM VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES

We need volunteers to help us in our recruitment efforts. For information on these and other positions, please call
the RSVP office at 327-8690 ext. 22. St. Petersburg Museum of History, Bob Secours Maria Manor, Ronald
McDonald, Daystar, St. Petersburg Pregnancy & Family Resource Center.
Sigma Sorority To Celebrate Women’s History Month

Saturday March 4th, at 10:00 am at the Holiday Inn Sunspree. The sorors will have the second annual Footprints
service awards brunch. Recognition and awards will be presented to selected women. Keynote speaker is Dr.
Marilyn Williams Fudge. For tickets and information contact Teresa Williams at 866-8963, Gladys McNeil 8678746, Lillie McGarrah 581-2604, Mary McGarrah 823-5085 or Kim Taylor, Basileus 908-9080.
Gibbs High Alumni

association

The Gibbs High Gladiator Alumni association will meet Saturday, Feb. 25,2006,5:00 PM at the Campbell Park
Neighborhood Center - 601 14TH St. S. All Gladiators are welcomed to attend. Business of urgency needs to be
discussed. If you have questions, please contact Minson Rubin @ 866-2651 or Rhonda Jackson @ 894-6045.

Black

history festival and book signing
Authors Rosalie Peck and Jon Wilson will appear at the Black History Festival Saturday, Feb. 25 from 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m. at the new Sweetbay grocery store, 1794 22nd Street South, in Midtown. Copies of their new book,
St. Petersburg's Historic 22nd Street South,will be available and the authors will sign copies.

.

-

Healthy Minds, Healthy Bodies

It’s a Family Affair is a health seminar aimed at educating youth and families about the importance of healthy
living in the black community. A variety of health professionals will be available to provide information on nutri
tion, fitness, alcohol and drug abuse and much more! The seminar is presented by the ladies of Zeta Upsilon
Omega Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. The event will be held Saturday February 25th at the Enoch
Davis Center llll 18th Ave So, from 9:00 am - 12:30 pm.
Daystar

offers help with prescriptions

If you take prescription drugs, have a limited income, and don’t have insurance that covers prescriptions, the
Medication Advocacy Program at Daystar Life Center may be able to help you to obtain your medications free
or at low cost directly from pharmaceutical companies. Daystar is a private, nonprofit, community-supported
organization serving through volunteers and charitable donations. Daystar does not charge for its services. For
more information call 823-5993 or 825-0442
'ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA JUNIOR ARTIST PROGRAM

The ladies of Zeta Upsilon Omega chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. will once again present their
annual Olive B. McLin Junior Artists program, on Sunday March 12,2006, 3:00 P.M. at the Palladium Theater,
253 - 5th Avenue North. Auditions will be held Tuesday, February 28, or Wednesday, March 8,2006,6:00 P.M|,
at the Enoch Davis Center, llll 18th Avenue South. Please bring your sheet music, CD, or whatever is neces
sary for the audition. If there are atty questions, please call or leave a message at 327-2031.

EVERY YEAR, HUNDREDS
OF THOUSANDS OF KIDS
UNE UP FOR HERSHEY’S
TRACK AND FIELD GAMES
THIS YEAN,
A NO YOU KNOW
COM JOIN IHEM

Justin Gatlin
Otympte Cold Medalist
& Wortd Champion
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1-888-MOFFITT
Do you have questions about cancer?
We

have

answers.

Our

toll-free
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Thousands Rally At State Capitol To Support K-12 Scholarships
said Harris.“It’s really scary.”
With choice some parents may determine that a
public school education works wpll for their child. But
some parents may find that their child s educational
needs are best served by in another setting - charter
school or private school. Clearly, with education, as
with most things ip life, one size does not fit all. Peopie should be able to chose where their children go to
school in Florida,” said Gov. Bush. If you ve got
money you can make that choice.”
“But what about the parents who don’t have the
income,” he added. “Don’t they-have dreams?” The

By Leon Tucker
Not even the chill of the ,7 a.m. Tallahassee air
could dampen the determination that brought the 4,000
parents, children and school administrators from as far
away as Miami. There they marched the half-mile,
uphill route from the city civic center to the steps of the
state Capitol on February 15.
Some elderly and disabled marchers struggled to
make the trek and had to be shuttled the rest of the way.
Eventually, however, their inner strength saw them to
the Capitol courtyard where they too raised their voic
es to encourage the Florida Legislature to create laws
to protect the existing scholarship programs - or more
specifically to let voters decide at the ballot box in
November if publicly funded scholarship programs
should be allowed in this state.
Most of the marchers, who chanted “Save Our Stu
dents,” were Black parents and students who know
first-hand the value of a scholarship in helping to ade
quately educate their children. The bottom line is this:
Parents know what’s best for their children.
Bishop Harold Ray, founder of the Redemptive
Life Fellowship and Redemptive . Life Fellowship
Academy in West Palm Beach, emceed the event and
was joined on stage by, among others, Jacksonville
parent Vanessa Williams, Sen., John McKay and Gov.
Jeb Bush. All spoke about the importance of these
. scholarship programs, and occasionally leading them in
a chant of “Save Our Students!”
“We are here to sound the alarm,” Ray’s voice
roared over loud speakers. “Sound an alarm on behalf
of the 15,000 students using Bright Futures Scholar
ships. .. strategically placed in the path of destruction.”
"This is much more than a march, it is now our
mission," he added. "This is much more than a protest,
it is a proclamation. This is much more than a rally it is
the beginning of a revolution."

Concerned students gather at capitol In Tallahassee

When the Florida Supreme Court last month
declared the state’s Opportunity Scholarship Program
unconstitutional, it sent shockwaves through the
households of many low-income and working-class
families.
In his speech Ray also referred to the children
using other programs like the Corporate Tax Credit
Scholarship, McKay Scholarship Programs and Volun
tary Pre-K, to name a few, who were in danger of meet

ing the same fate as the 700-plus children who will lose
their Opportunity Scholarships this year.
And, like a lot of parents today, Vikki Harris whose son Jimmie is an honor student at the Grace
Lutheran School ih St. Petersburg - is left worried
about having to leave her child at the mercy of an edu
cational process that historically has failed, if other
scholarship programs meet the same fate. “I don’t
know what I would do if my son lost his scholarship,”

,
.
/

African Americans. Finally, though African Ameri
cans have similar rates of cigarette smoking as
whites, they are more likely to develop and die from
lung cancer.
Local offices have numerous programs to find
support for lung-related illnesses.
• Open Airways for Schools teaches children early
warning signs of asthma and environmental fac
tors that might trigger an attack.
• Better Breathers Clubs, a series of meetings for
people with chronic breathing problems that pro
vide those suffering with unique educational and
social opportunities that improve their overall
well-being and quality of life.
• Freedom From Smoking®, offers free support 24
hours a day, seven days a week for smokers who
want to quit with online message boards and
•

* \
Jfy
Florida’s corporate tax credit scholarship program
makes it possible for students from low-income farm- ,
lies to get a scholarship to attend a public or private
school. Currently, nearly 42% of the nearly 13,500
scholarship students are Black.
Given the politically charged nature of school
choice programs, parents have had to rally each year to
show their support for the tax credit and other scholar
ship programs each year. This year was no different.
The Black Alliance for Educational Options
(BAEO) believes that educating our children is not and
should not be a political issue, but is a basic human
rights and social justice issue
“Children are our most precious resource and we
will do whatever it takes to make sure every child especially those from low-income and working-class
families - have the same access to a quality education
as children from wealthy families," said Dr. Howard
Fuller, Board Chair of BAEO. “And to do' this we will
continue to grow strong and remain unafraid because
we are on the right side of history."

A BLACK HISTORY MOMENT
Hosted by the Pinellas County Sheriff Pal
& The Boys & Girls Clubs of the Suncoast

These Disturbing Statistics

JL

,

say.

American Lung Association of Florida Offers Tools to Curb

■l "'| ALLAHASSEE, - As many communities in
Florida celebrate Black History Month, it is
important to remember that lung disease
affects African Americans in growing numbers. Lung
disease, such as asthma, cancer and COPD, is rising
in African American communities. The American
Lung Association of Florida, Inc offers a variety of
local resources, like the Better Breathers Club and
the Freedom From Smoking® program, to help all
Floridians fight lung disease.
“Unfortunately, the African American communi
ty is at higher risk for lung-related diseases," said
Steve Scott volunteer and President of the American
Lung Association of Florida. "We want to.take this
time to raise awareness about the great local
resourced available to help them fight these disturb
ing statistics."
While lung disease affects people of all cultures,
races and ethnicities, studies have shown that African
Americans have the highest asthma prevalence of
any racial or ethnic group and are three times more
likely to die from asthma than whites. Seventy-five
percent of deaths from influenza and pneumonia are

.

governor announced that he would ask the Florida Legislature to place the question of weather publicly fund- ,
ed scholarships should be allowed on the ballot during t
the November election, giving parents have the final

Lung Disease Does Discriminate

f

»
,,

Mrs. Paula Potts, Assistant Program Director of the
Pinellas County Sheriff Pal and Ms. Fanita Hector,
Senior Program Director of the St. Petersburg boys &
girls clubs came together and hosted their very 1st
Annual Black History exhibit at the Royal Theater on
Monday, February 20,2006.
The following clubs and schools were involved:

•

•
•
.•
•

Rainbow Village Pal located in Largo and the High
point Pal located, in Clearwater both under the
Pinellas County Sheriff Pal.
The St. Petersburg Police Athletic League - St.
Pete
Bethel Community Christian School - St. Pete
The St. Petersburg Boys & Girls Clubs
The St. Petersburg Boys & Girls Club - Kunga
Kids

•
•

The Pinellas Park Boys & Girls Club - Kunga Kids
The North Green Wood Boys & Girls Club - Clear
water
Each site was required to research and put together
an exhibit that would showcase outstanding African
Americans past and present as well as our local com
munities from St. Petersburg to Clearwater. There
were over 100 youth and adults that visited the
exhibits. These exhibits featured Madam C.J. Walker,
Fredrick Douglass, Coretta Scott K and many other
historical figures.
The highlight of the program were the samples of
collard greens and mush (com bread) cooked by Mrs.
Imogene Weaver and Mrs. Mattie Morgan that were
served to everyone present. Our hats are off to both of
these ladies. We would like to thank the Largo Urban
League for providing us with our educational video
“The children march.”

mentors.
Lung HelpLine, accessible to callers at 1-800LUNG-USA, is a free resource staffed by regis
tered nurses and respiratory therapists to address
all aspects of lung health, and includes smoking
cessation counseling and a physician referral ser

vice.
For more information about these and other
resources to improve lung health, contact your local
American Lung Association of Florida office, call 1800-LUNG-USA or log on to www.lungfla.org.About
the American Lung Association of Florida
Founded in 1916 to fight tuberculosis, the American
Lung Association of Florida is the lead organization
in the state working to prevent lung disease and pro
mote lung health. Lung disease death rates ebntinue
to increase while other leading causes of death have
declined. The American Lung Association of Florida
funds vital research on the causes of and treatments
for lung disease. With the generous support of the
public, the American Lung Association of Florida is
“Improving Life, One Breath at a Time.”
For more information about the American-Lung
Association of Florida log onto www.lungfla.org or
call 1-800-LUNG-USA.
From left to right: Carl Lavender, Executive Director, St. Petersburg Boys and Girls Club, Fanita Hector
Senior Program Director, Paula Potts, Assistant Director, Pinellas County PAL, Herbert Murphy, Area
Director, St. Petersburg Boys and Girls Club.

'
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Bay County Ends State
Contract To Run Boot Camp
by Melissa Nelson
PENSACOLA (AP) - Amid nation
al scrutiny surrounding the death of a
14-year-old boot camp detainee, Bay
County Sheriff Frank McKeithen told
the state Department of Juvenile Justice
on Tuesday that the county plans to end
its contract with the state to
operate the camp.
In a letter faxed to DJJ
Secretary
Anthony
Schembri,
McKeithen gave the department 90-days
notice that the Bay County Sheriff’s
Office “will no longer participate or be
involved with the Department of
Juvenile Justice Boot Camp Program.”
The letter also stated that the county
would develop its own juvenile
program.
“Since our youth in Bay County are
of the utmost importance, we hope to
soon institute a newly designed program
upon which we have been working for
several months ” the letter stated.
Officials with the Bay County Sheriff's
Office refused to answer questions about
the letter, saying only that McKeithen
would issue a written statement on
Wednesday. Juvenile Justice officials
did not immediately return phone7 calls
from The Associated Press.
Meanwhile, Gov. Jeb Bush agreed
on Tuesday to transfer responsibility for
the criminal investigation into what
happened at the camp to a prosecutor in
another part of the state. Bush press
secretary Russell Schweiss said State
Attorney Steve Meadows, the prosecu
tor whose jurisdiction includes Panama
City, asked that the investigation be
transferred. Schweiss said that while
Bush agreed, a decision on which state
attorney will get the case hadn't yet been
made by Tuesday afteriioon.
Martin Lee Anderson, 14, died early
on the morning of Jan. 6 at a
Pensacola hospital, hours after he
collapsed after doing push ups, sit ups,
running laps and other exercises that
were part of his admission to the
Panama City boot camp.
Security camera videotape taken at

the camp on Jan. 5 and released
Friday shows that Anderson was struck
and kneed several times by guards
during a half-hour encounter. The guards
said he was not cooperating during an
exercise drill shortly after he checked in.
The video shows a limp Anderson being
drug around the grounds by up to nine
guards.
An autopsy performed by the
medical examiner for Bay County,
Charles F.( Siebert, found Anderson died
of hemorrhaging caused by sickle cell
trait, a usually benign blood condition
that one in 12 African Americans has.
Sickle cell experts have called the
supposed cause of death extremely
unlikely.
In the letter McKeithen sent to
Schembri on Tuesday, he said he would
terminate the county's contract with the
state regardless of the outcome of the
ongoing criminal investigation into
Anderson's death. “I believe the integri
ty of the boot camp in Bay County has
been compromised, leaving . the
effectiveness of this program virtually
paralyzed,” McKeithen wrote. The U.S.
Justice Department is also investigating
possible
civil
rights
violations
associated with Anderson's death.
The boot camp concept for juveniles
began in Florida with nine facilities in
1993, but will soon be whittled to three
if the Martin County camp closes as
scheduled later this year and the Bay
COunty Camp ends its relationship with
the state. About 600 boys between ages
14 and 18 are currently in the camps.
Anderson was the third young black
male to die in state custody in the past
three years.
. Willie Lawrence Durden III of
Jacksonville was found unconscious in
his cell at the Cypress Creek Juvenile
Offender Corrections Center in Citrus
County last October and Omar Paisley,
also 17, died from a burst appendix that
went untreated in June 2003 at a juvenile
detention facility in Miami.
Associated Press reporters David
Royse and Andrea Fanta in Tallahassee
contributed to this report.

Pinellas County
Responds To
Citizens’ Concerns
About Fort
DeSoto Proposal
After
receiving
hundreds
of
emails
and
J*
phone calls from citizens
expressing
concerns
about the perception of
^commercialization” at
Tort DeSoto Park, the
Pinellas Board of County
Commissioners
today
yoted to reduce the scope
Of proposed enhanced
services at the park and to
reopen the bid process for
a new concession con
tract.
During today’s board
meeting, County Admin
istrator Steve Spratt
thanked citizens for their
input and said that
employees and adminis
trators have “put their
hearts, sweat and careers
into preserving Fort
DeSoto and they would
never do anything that
would detract from the
natural qualities of this
magnificent 1,136-acre
property.”

The new scope of
services will be similar to
tljose already offered at
the park, excluding beer
and wine, a trolley
service, a full service
restaurant and a boat
ramp bait store. Fort
DeSoto already has food
service, canoe and kayak
rentals, a camp store,
frozen bait sales and
beach infiatables avail
able for purchase under
the present vendor The
current camp store, which
is in a serious state of dis
repair, will be replaced
with a modular building.
Since the present
vendor contract expires in
June, Pinellas County’s
Purchasing Department
will readvertise the new
scope of services as soon
as possible. The vendors
who bid on the original
request for proposal will
be invited to bid again.
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Former Florida FHP Commander Convicted
Of Fixing Ticket For Woman
ORLANDO (AP) - A formdr Highway Patrol district com
mander was convicted of two misdemeanors for lying to fix a ticket
for a woman he pulled over and spoke to in a sexually
explicit manner. Former Capt. Sterling King was fired last year when
an investigation found inappropriate communication with the
woman. He was in charge of Orange and Osceola county field
operations for about a year.
King faced a third-degree felony charge of official
misconduct, but a jury found him guilty Monday of the lesser charges
of attempted official misconduct and false official statements. He was
fined $1,500 and has 30 days to appeal. King, 44, used agency

letterhead to ask a traffic hearing officer to dismiss a citation he had
given the female driver, claiming he had mistaken her identity.
King stopped Alaina Renae Edgemon, 24, in May 2004 for
speeding. After issuing her the ticket, he began to tell her about
sexual experiences he had at a nudist colony, according to his FHP
dismissal letter. He also asked to see a bag of condoms she had in her
glove compartment and then took several, the letter said.
“I would expect an officer to write a ticket, give you the
ticket ... offer you your choices and then done be with it. But that's
not what happened. He started asking me questions,” Edgemon
testified.

Hotel Rwanda:
A Lesson Yet to be Learned
presented by

Eckerd College in Celebration of Black History Month

THE FILM

THE HERO

Hotel Rwanda

Paul Rusesabagina

A True Story

2004 Academy Award* nominated film Hotel Rwanda

Friday, February
miller

The real-life hero portrayed in the

24, 7:30 pm

Auditorium

Tuesday, February

28, 7:00 pm

Raymond James Room, fox hall, hough Center
Over the course of 100 days, nearly one million people were killed
in a systematic genocide in the central African country of Rwanda.
In 1994, as Rwanda descended into madness, one man made a
promise to protect the family he loved — and ended up finding the
courage to save over 1200 people. Paul Rusesabagina, whose story is
portrayed in the powerful and hopeful film Hotel Rwanda, reminds
all of us what one person can accomplish when moved to act.
Sponsored by the Afro-American Society at Eckerd Collqre,
this program is part of the 2005-06 Presidential Events Series.

BOTH EVENTS ARE FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.

NO RESERVATIONS ARE REQUIRED.

from the film

Hotel Rwanda

FOR

Directed by Terry George

MORE

tHFORMATION,

PLEASE

CONTACT THE

Office of Communications at 727.864.7979 or events@eckerd.edu.

Starring Doh Cheadle, Sophie Okonedo,
Joaquin Phoenix and Nick Nolte
Nominated for 3 Academy Awards* in 2004 ,

w

Presented by the International Cinema Series at Eckerd College

Eckerd College
4200 54th Avenue South St.petersburg, Florida 33711
www.eckerd.edu/evente 727.864.7979
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CELEBRATING BLACK HISTORY IN ST. PETERSBURG
Project Courtesy Of University of South Florida • Photos Courtesy of the Grayson Family

Bus To Destiny
Johnnie Ruth Clarke was the first St. Petersburg African American to attain a

doctoral degree. She put her Ph.D. in Education from the University of Florida
to good use becoming Associate Dean of Academic Affairs at St. Petersburg
Junior College.

Dr. Fred W. Alsup a physician and civil rights lead

er, came to St. Petersburg in 1950. He opened a prac
tice at 623 22nd St. S, three blocks from home. Dr.
Alsup took the lead on integration when he admitted

Her optimistic outlook on life is reviewed through her upbeat writings both in
a column "My View" for the St. Petersburg Times and for articles in education
journals. She had an insatiable desire to help people and served effectively on
many community boards.the Johnnie Ruth Clarke Health Center and the John
nie Ruth Clarke Jordan Park Clinic, immortalize this remarkable, dynamic
woman.

the first black patient to Mound Park Hospital, the
city’s white only facility. Dr. Alsup was also the first
black physician to receive ftdl-membership into the
Pinellas County Medical Society.

Johnnie Ruth Clarke
Educator and Community Worker
1919-1978

Lou Brown founded Lou Brown

Dr. Fred W. Alsup
Activist, Medical Doctor
. .
1914 - 2002

Louis David Brown, Sr.

Realty and Mortgage Company ,
in 1973. He retired from the
Pinellas County school system as
principal of Wildwood Elemen
tary to begin the real estate busi
ness, which continues to thrive.
He also operated a large book
keeping and tax consultant busi
ness.
In both his community an business
dealings he was known as a man of
great precision, diligence, depend
ability and resourcefulness.

Reynold Davis, a talented, creative man, inspired young

musicians; He directed Gibbs High School students in band,
classicaland jazz music, creating new arrangements for his
pupils . He transcribed music by hand for sections of the band
and concert orchestra since stahdard, printed arrangements
were not available.
Music was his vehicle to positively influence students and
adults. Onlookers at the Gibbs Gladiator's football games
took great pride in the half-time performances. Under his
direction, the Gibbs Gladiator band was the first organized
African American band to perform in the Festival of States
parade.

Educator and Businessman
1916-1989
LE. Dominis had a versatile career, teaching english lit

Reynold Davis

erature, mathematics, art and music for elementary and;
secondary schools. He coached the Gibbs High School
football team and is credited with coining the term "The
Gladiators." He started the first African-American band
in Pinellas County.

Bandmaster
1924-1975
Chester James worked through the existing political structure to

enhance St. Petersburg for African Americans. President Lyndon B.
Johnson honored him with a "gold pin" for personally registering to
vote more than 1,000 people.

Through his efforts, Gibbs High School broke the color.
barrier of the community-wide Festival of States parade.;
A female drill squad accompanied by a small musical
band joined the event.

Lewis E. Dominis
Educator and Artist
1882-unknown

With his wife Rachael, in 1920, they founded the first private elemen
tary school for African American children in St. Petersburg. He
focused his energy to improve living conditions in the neighborhoodknown as Methodist Town, west of 9th Street between Burlington and
4th Avenue North. The city renamed fhe neighborhood James Town
and the two housing projects James lown and James Park were
named in honor of his tireless efforts.

His locally popular art work spanned portraits of com
munity members to religious themes. The Baptism of
Jesus, a frequently painted subject, hung in the baptjferies of several churches.

,

Louise Graham spent her life caring for those for whom no one

Chester Lucius James, Sr.

else would care. While visiting the crippled children’s hospital
Ms. Graham began caring for the patients that appeared to have
been forgotten. She became known around the hospital as
Florence Nightingale. In 1964 she opened the Louise Graham
Shelter Workshop out of her garage to accommodate retarded
children and their families. News got out about the program and
many years Mrs. Graham and her children moved from one build
ing to the next as they outgrew the different facilities.
l-,
In September 1975 the Florence Nightingale Circle Inc.
found a permanent home at 1885 11th St. So. Over the years Mrs.
Graham received numerous awards for outstanding civic work.

Community Activist
1884-1979
Cleveland Johnson, Jr. made a major impact on oth

ers during his lifetime. He created a successful news
paper, The Weekly Challenger, out of virtually- noth
ing, and in doing so he controlled his destiny, and
helped others do the same. That is what he preached
incessantly; be in control of your own destiny. To
achieve that sort of freedom, one must sell, and even
more importantly, sell what belongs to them, not
someone else’s product or service. In other words,
find yourself a business, work it, be successful at it,
and thus dramatically reduce your dependence upon
others for support. “Working for someone else, and
having them control your income 8 has relegated many
African-Americans to a beggar race, in some cases
more severely than others.”

Louise Graham
Founder, Louise Graham Center
Unknown
Cleveland JohnsonSr. became the first African American realtor in the

city and in 1960 opened Johnson Realty. At the time, white homeowners
did not sell their residences to African Americans. Cleveland johnson qui
etly persuaded owner,s, first in the Lake Maggiore area and later the Lakewood Estates area, to sell homes to African Americans.

Cleveland Johnson, Jr.
Publisher, The Weekly Challenger
1927 - 2001 •

He firmly believed that home ownership would enable African Americans
to improve their position. He also believed that to attain civil and econom
ic equality, African Americans had to become involved in the existing
political process.
.
He founded the Community Democratic club and became the First Negro
District Leader on the Advisory Council of the Pinellas County Democrat
ic Executive Committee.

Cleveland Johnson, Sr*
Realtor and Political Activist
1906-1971 •

OB. McLin was a cultured woman who set high stan

dards for both behavior and academics for students at
Gibbs High School. She was precise in her grammar
arid music classes. She insisted upon good manners.
proper dress arid grooming and would not permit
unruly student behavior.
Mrs. McAdams opened Happy Workers Day Nursery and Kin

dergarten in 1929. The idea to develop a school was sparked by
the young A frican American children playing unsupervised on
the street while their parents worked. She worked tirelessly for
years to create a safe, educational environment for children.

Willie Lee McAdams
Educator
? - 1956

Mrs. McAdams worked with church groups and the white
community to raise funds, acquire property and meet the rising
standards for day care facilities. The name Willie Lee McA
dams is closely identified with excellence in child care in St.
Petersburg.

Olive Beatrice McLin
Educator
? - 1985

Her influence extended to three generations of St.
Petersburg students, Although Miss McLin had no
children of her own, she generously sponsored the
education of many students. She was respected iri
state associations for black educators, served as Pres
ident of the Metropolitan Council of the National
Council of Negro Women and was a founder of the
Greater St. Petersburg Council on Human Relations.
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CELEBRATING BLACK HISTORY IN ST. PETERSBURG
Edward

McRae
Frederick Minnis headed the law firm

moved to St. Peters
burg from Tampa in
1928 and opened
the McRae Fulford
funeral home on
Fifth Avenue South.
He founded, the Cee
Jays, a men's orga
nization dedicated
to improving condi
tions for African
Americans.

Morris Milton concentrated his efforts to seek

relief from police brutality issues and worked to
repeal the "fleeing felon" law. The law allowed
police to shoot an unarmed running person in the
back, even if there was not a life-threatening situ
ation.
He worked tirelessly with community organiza
tions to further the political influence of African
Americans. His most significant achievement was
creation of single member districts. This system
allowed candidates to be elected from their district
rather than the entire community. Minority candi
dates could successfully run in smaller areas whre

Edward McRae

He was involved in
Businessman
founding the Odd
187.8-1957
•
Brothers Club, a
men's religious group with members representing
the different African American churches. The Odd
Brothers Club provided churches with another vehicle through which they could work to improve con
ditions for African Americans.

that represented the Citizens Coopera
tive Committee, the NAACP and the
NAACP Youth Council in their many
legal actions in the ,1950s and 1960s.
They persevered for equal job oppor
tunity and equal access to the judicial
system for African Americans. A grad
uate of Howard University in Wash
ington, D.C., he passionately support
ed his alma mater.

Frederick G. Minnis, Sr.
Attorney and Political Activist
1912-1991

Morris Wilbert Milton
were better known
Attorney and Political Activist Mr. Milton tried the political process himself and
1943-1986
was narrowly defeated fpr the District 55 seat of
the State Legislature by Douglas "Tim" Jamerson.

Howard University awarded him an
honorary doctor of Laws degree for
his enduring support of the school and
his work to improve life for African
Americans in St. Petersburg.

Peggy Peterman was a reporter, columnist and editorial writer
George Perkins placed his hope for African Ameri

cans in education. To that end, he worked to build
and enrich the program at Gibbs High School where'
he served as Principal.

George W. Perkins
Educator
Dates unknown

Under his leadership, the school's campus grew to
include a chamistry lab, tennis courts, gymnatorium
and cafeteria. He also broadened course offerings to
include vocational disciplines. My Perkins motivated
the community to pledge bricks toward the expansion
projects. Educators who taught the trades classes
Supervised the school construction projects with stu
dents doing the work for hands-on experience. St.
Petersburg Vocational Technical School has its roots
in this program. Perkins Elementary School was
named in his honor.

Peggy Peterman
■-

Journalist
1936 - 2004

Mrs. Ponder, a social studies teacher at Gibbs High School,

James Ponder, a young physician in World War I put his

emphasized the importance of both current events and history. She
directed her limitless energy toward the advancement of women on the
local, state and national levels working alongside such nationally
prominent, activists as Mary McLeod Bethune and Eleanor Roosevelt.
Locally, Mrs. Ponder founded the Non-Pariel Club, the City Federa
tion of Colored Women's Club and the St. Petersburg Metropolitan
Council of Negro Women. She spearheaded construction of a house
for the Federated Women's Club on Melrose Avenue South and for
youth activities for the Metropolitan Council. Other community activ
ities included the March of Dimes, NAACP and die Republican Party.

new skills to work in the medical corps. At the end of the
war, he received a Presidential Citation for "meritorious sei vice in the field of epidemic medicine? This prepared him'
for an almost single-handed fight against a smallpox epidem
ic in south St. Petersburg during the late 1920s.

James Maxie Ponder
Physician
1888-1958

Fannye Ayer Ponder

The St. Petersburg City Council in 1991 approved the Metropolitan
Council as an historic.landmark named the Fannye Ponder Site.

Educator, Community Worker
1890-1982

musician whose community
involvement branched in many
directions. He served as Co-chair
man of the Community Alliance,
an organization dedicated to iden
tifying and solving problems in
St. Petersburg between the races.
James B. Sanderlin, Attorney

Educator and Musician
1928-1983

Professionally, he rose to become
Dean of Administrative
organization. He chaired the Mod
ule 16 Advisory Council and
spearheaded formation .of the
Enoch Davis Center. An annual
spring music event, "The Sam
Robinson Music Festival" honors
his memory.

In I960, Ralph Wimbish, then President
of the NAACP, led a boycott and legal
action against Webb's City to force the
store to serve African Americans at the
lunch counter. Webb's City, a large
downtown department store, had many
African American customers. The boy
cott, which lasted nine months, ultimate
ly led to the desegregation of all lunch
counters in St. Petersburg.

Ralph Wimbish
Physician and Civic Leader
1922-1967

Dr. Ponder was appointed city physician in 1926 for the
African American community. He spearheaded creation of
Mercy Hospital and a prenatal clinic to serve the citys
African American residents. Among his community activi
ties, he was Chairman of Trustees for Black Schools in Pinel
las County.

Fred Minnis recruited Jim Sanderlin to move to St. Petersburg in 1962 and
expand the number of African American lawyers. On behalf ef five African
American families, Mr. Sanderlin successfully sued the Pinellas County
School system to desegregate the schools. This action simultaneously
desegregated schools in Sarasota and Hillsborough counties.

Sam Robinson was a popular

Samuel M. Robinson

at the Times for 31 years. She never stopped trying to open
doors and help young people. She mentored dozens of young
journalists over the years, founded and directed a black histo
ry pageant and late in life became a minister. The St. Peters
burg Times reporter who received the Lifetime Achievement
Award by the National Association of Black Journalists and the
Florida A&M University Meritorious Achievement Award has
worked to improve racial relations between black and white
communities since she came to the newspaper's old "Negro
News Page" in 1965. Back then she wrote about blacks for
blacks the "Negro News Page” was only distributed in black
“neighborhoods, Peterman pressed the newspaper to abolish the
page it was finally discontinued in 1967. Peggy Mitchell
Peterman's life was about speaking out against, injustice. She
wrote vehemently against injustice and maintained the gentle
ness of a Southern lady from Tuskegee, Ala.

Dr. Wimbish worked through the judicial
system to obtain the right for all citizens
to play golf on the Airco Golf Course, a
private course on county land. He was
founding president of the Ambassadors,
a men's service organization.

1929-1990

He defended the striking sanitation workers in 1968, who fought for
increased wages and improved work conditions. Although African Ameri
cans did serve on the police force before 1968, they were restricted to
African American neighborhoods. Mr. Sanderlin worked to enable African
American police officers to serve the entire city. In 1972 he became the first
African American County Judge and in 1976 the first African American Cir
cuit Judge. The James B. Sanderlin Family Service Center is named in his
honor.

Z?i7Z Williams opened Bill's Shoe Repair Parlor
in 1928 in downtown St. Petersburg in the
alley between Fourth and Fifth Streets between
Central and First Avenue North. Governor
Spessard Holland presented him a plaque in
1941 to commemorate his 3-millionth cus
tomer!

Alfred B. Williams
Businessman
1903-1971

He purchased the first heel bar in the United
States which guaranteed new heels to the seat
ed customer in 3 minutes. Mr. Williams
achieved many firsts for African Americans —
as a member of the St. Petersburg Chamber of
Commerce, in 1936 as commissioner of the
Boy Scouts of Pinellas County and, in the same
year, as recipient of a home construction loan
from First Federal Savings and Loan Associa
tion of St. Petersburg. His son Clifford contin
ued to run the business for years following his
father’s death.
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Hi-Five Kids Enjoy A Morning At Great
Explorations The Hands On Museum
By Blanche Ganey,
Editor

.

_

Many of the Hi-Five kids that attended, the
scheduled Hi-Five event had no idea they could have
as much fun as they had Saturday at Great Explorations
The Hands on Museum. They used pulley devices to
lift their own weight, assembled and raced electronic
race cars and used equipment to measure sound and, all
while having fun. They were mesmerized by presenter,
Larry Venson, Creative Educator of The hands on
museum, who allowed them to hold a snake and a
spider. Those that were brave enough to try got face to
face with a tarantula. “Be calm around the animals and
they will stay calm,” instructed Mr. Venson.
These kids are part of the Eckerd Youth
Alternatives (EYA) Early Intervention and Prevention
Services program that has helped younger children
develop into healthy, productive and resilient yoting
people. Few providers offer the range of prevention
and early intervention services to such a ''wide
cross-section of youth in a school setting — uniting
parents, human services and the education system with
one common goal: children first.

Mentoring is defined as “a relationship with a
caring person.” Mentoring may take many forms each
, with its own benefits. We emphasize the exposure bf
new experiences and the support provided by the
additional relatiohship(s) in the life of a child. Hi-Fiye
is in desperate need of mentors. Mentors typically
spend 2-4 hours per week involved in activities with
youth!engaged in one-on-one basis. While mentors
may choose to take the child to dinner or , a movie, they
are strongly encourage to challenge youth by involving
them in first-time activities and experiences. A “new”
activity or experience might be as simple as taking the
child to a restaurant, which requires the use of proper
table etiquette.
Mentors and parents are invited to several
workshops during the year to enhance their skills and
knowledge. In addition, monthly activities are held
which have included: a class on eating etiquette
followed by a dinner at a local restaurant where skills
are practiced, a tour of a local farm, visits to local
museums, aquariums and other local attractions which
enhance cultural and ’recreational interests.
Transportation is provided. For more information call
727-461-2990 ext. 573.

GAPP
Greatness, Attitude & Potential Program

FREE After School Program (Pinellas County)
Ages 12-18 • Session II is currently underway

Program Offers Youth
• Self listeem, Cultural Identity
• Avoiding Peer Pressure to Sex, Drugs/Alcohol and Violettpjs I I
• Goal Setting, Refusal Skills and Life Development Skills
• Professional Family Counselor and Anger Management Specialist
Provided
.•■Meets 2 days - 2 hours a week, 2 monthly field trips

• Graduation & Commitment Ceremony after completion of program

Parent Sessions
•How to effectively communicate with your teen about sex
• Signs of Drug/Alcohol and Violence (gangs) Prevention

VFh ere :
Clearwater: YMCA of the High Point Branch, N. Greenwood Aquatic and
Recreation Center & JFK Middle School
Largo; Middle School
St, Petersburg: Campbell and Child’s Park Recreation Center, Lake Vista and James
B. Sanderlin Center, Academy Prep

CALL TO FIND OUT
THE CLOSEST SITE TO YOUR HOME!

(727) 823-2288
Supported in part by: ACF - Community Based Abstinence Education Fund
and The Tampa Bay All Caring Community Services, Inc.

Hi-Five participant Antonio Wise enjoys
time on the computer.

Brianna Turner Hi-Five kid tries to lift
her weight.

Wal-Mart* Voices of Color Film Series presents
a special Black History Month documentary

The unforgettable true story of a ItttmSsSw/n society that
has been called ‘the most authentically African community
/ /
In the. United Started >
__
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NATIONAL NEWS
Weeks, III, To Keynote 2006
Delta Prayer Breakfast

BET Founder To Buy 100 Hotels
rently holds 30 properties.
The company will acquire , 87 of the White
Lodging properties in the second quarter of
2006. The other 13 are under construction, and
closing is expected within two years. White
Lodging will continue to manage the hotels.
"We are thrilled to add these hotel properties
to the RLJ Development portfolio," Johnson
said.
RLJ Development invests in upscale urban
hotels, most of them under Hilton and Marriott
brand names. In December, it closed its first
private equity fund, the RLJ Urban Lodging
Fund, that held a purchasing power of $900
million from investments by public and private

The development firm controlled by Robert L. Johnson has signed a deal to buy 100
hotels for $1.7 billion, a significant expansion of the real estate holdings of the founder of
the Black Entertainment Te
Television network.
BETHESDA, (AP) - The development

most of them operating under Hilton and Mar

firm controlled by Robert L. Johnson has

riott brand names, from the hotel company

signed a deal to buy 100 hotels for $1.7 billion,

White Lodging Services, based in Merrillville,

a significant expansion of the real estate hold

Ind. The hotels are in 12 states including Illi

ings of the founder of the Black Entertainment

nois, Texas, Colorado, Florida and Indiana.
One of the holding companies Johnson

Television network.
Johnson's RLJ Development LLC said
Monday that it will purchase the properties,

formed after he sold BET to Viacom Inc. in
2001 for $3 billion, RLJ Development cur

pension funds, along with other investors.
Johnson, who formed BET in 1979 and
owns the NBA's Charlotte Bobcats, is also on
the board of directors of Hilton Hotels Corp.
White Lodging, founded in 1985 by bil
lionaire Dean White of Crown Point, Ind., had
said in October it was seeking to sell the hotels
in order to generate cash and concentrate on
hotel management.
White Lodging does not expect any lay
offs and plans to use proceeds from the sale to
expand into other markets, said Judy
Bronowski, the company's vice president of
strategic planning and communications.
"We're muscle-building our organization and
adding resources," she said. "It's part of our
strategy to generate the liquidity so we can
continue growing."

Erben Wennemars of the Netherlands captured the bronze before
an orange-crush packed oval. The Dutch fans, clad in florescent
orange clothing and face paint, turned the facility into one of the
of Shani. Because in the last Olympics, nobody took care of him."
Davis was an alternate on the 2002 team but was not chosen to loudest at an otherwise sparsely attended Olympics. They stood and
compete, and thereafter vowed he would never take a spot from a yelled for Davis when he circled as Wennemars, his good friend,
raised his hand.
speedskater if he were concentrating on individual events.
Koss, regarded as one of the Games' great sportsmen, attended
In 2005, Davis's athletic agreement was terminated by U.S.
Speedskating for violating a sponsorship clause in his contract. the news conference. He was genuinely moved by Cheek's generos
Davis failed to remove the logo of a European sponsor from his rac ity, which has now amounted $40,000 for the organization and a
ing suit and replace it with Qwest, which became the organization's plethora of corporate match donations that, Cheek said, raised the
official sponsor that year. As a result of that dispute, Davis will not total to nearly $250,000.
"He said he's honored by me; I'm honored by him," Koss said.
allow U.S. Speedskating to post his biography on its Web site.
"If he thinks it's him against the rest of the world then it's him He called Davis's decision to skip the pursuit "a smart one." "He's a
who pitted himself against the rest of the world," said American good representative of an Olympic champion."
As Davis continued answering questions about what his win
Casey FitzRandolph, who finished ninth. Regarding whether Davis
made the right decision to skip the team pursuit - and possibly cost meant on a grand scale, "As an 'African American' athlete?" he said,
the U.S. a medal, he added: "It's hard to argue with his decision not enunciating the label given him in a predominantly white sport.
"I don't know, there's not a lot of African Americans competing
to do it. It worked."
in
the
sport, so I don't know how much it will do. But I think it'g
The fallout led to the Davis and Hedrick camps feuding, with
Hedrick's people essentially accusing Davis of ruining any chance good if more of them see that I did it."
As he was peppered over the Hedrick issue, a press attendant
Hedrick had of duplicating Eric Heiden's five gold medals in one
Olympics. The respective families sat across the ice from each other finally asked a neglected Cheek if he was okay. "Yeah," he said, sit
on Saturday, watching their offspring and making sure they didn't ting next to Davis on the dais, thoroughly enjoying the banter over
root for their rival countrymen. Hedrick, who still has the 1,500 and the controversy. "I got the best seat in the house."
The U.S. men won their third straight gold medal in the individ
10,000 remaining - he holds world records in both - was skating
ual
events at the Olympic oval, but Davis's victory was? not secure
the 1,000 for only the seventh time. He boasted of his world marks
afterward, and sounded thoroughly unexcited about Davis's historic until the last four skaters started in two pairs. At least a half-dozen
skaters had eclipsed his split times and seemed to be headed for the
night.
gold, Yet none could match the finishing kick, the push toward his
"Shani's skated fast, that's all I can say," he said, unsmiling.
Hedrick skated fourth out of 21 pairs, holding the best time for tory and, whether he has reason for it or not, vindication.
Said FitzRandolph, "He just doesn't produce lactic acid like the
more than an hour. He waited with his family in the stands. As they
saw Davis make the turn and checked the time, the Hedrick clan sat rest of us."

DaviS from front page

The St. Petersburg Alumnae
Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorori
ty, Inc. announces its’ 7th Annual
Prayer Breakfast to be held May 20,
2006 at the beautiful downtown Hil
ton Hotel.
This year’s speaker is Bishop
Thomas Weeks, III, a noted author,
television, and conference host who
has captured the hearts of people
around the world because of his reve
latory nature and his uncompromising
stance in the Kingdom to reach the
multitudes by any means necessary.
His powerful messages are captured
in a number of books, audio, and
video series, including: “Teach Me
How, To Love You”; and his most
recent book, “Even As Your Soul
Prospers.”
Weeks, III, the eldest son of Bish
op Thomas Wesley Weeks, Sr., and
Leona Brown Weeks, is a native of
Boston, Massachusetts. After living in
• the states of Indiana and New York,
his family settled in Wilmington,
Delaware. In the Wilmington area, he
completed his public school education
and attended the University of
Delaware majoring in Mass Commu
nications.
Allowing God to equip and quali' fy him for his purpose and destiny,

MYiMS
DO

Sweetbay Supermarket, the City of St. Petersburg
and Urban Development Solutions will host a Black
History Festival at the Sweetbay store in Midtown, St.
Petersburg. 1794 22nd St. South, St. Petersburg (Corner
of 18th Avenue South & 22nd Street South) to celebrate
African-American heritage Saturday February 25, from
11 a.m. - 3 p-m. Entertainment will include perfor

mances by the Perkins Elementary School gospel choir
and steel drums, Southside Fundamental Jazz Band,
Sanderlin Middle School’s Greater Access & Assistance
Program and local jazz musician Darien Bell. Other
activities include free, health information and screen
ings, healthy-cooking demonstrations, African-Ameri
can art, community exhibits and giveaways.

'l

l<)

YOUR
St.Petersburg, FL

BEST

stone-faced.

Sweetbay Supermarket And Shaun King
To Celebrate Black History Month At
Midtown

upon accepting his calling as a third
generation pastor, he furthered his
studies and completed an AA in Bibli
cal Studies and a BA in Theology. He
later pursued advanced studies toward
an MA in Christian Counseling at the
Christian International College of
Theology. Under the umbrella of the
International Organization, Pente
costal.Assemblies of the World, Bish
op Weeks was licensed to the Gospel
ministry and ordained as Elder.
Over a span of more than 21
years, he faithfully served in leader- .
ship in several areas such as Church
Administrator and Assistant Pastor at
New Destiny Fellowship (formerly
Greater Bethel Apostolic Temple) in
Wilmington, Delaware under the pas
torate of his father, Bishop Thomas
Weeks, Sr.
Bishop Weeks is the husband of
Dr. Juanita Bynum Weeks and the
father of a daughter, Sydnie.
The breakfast starts at 8:30 a.m.
and the cost is $30.00. Proceeds from
the breakfast provide scholarships and
support the community projects of
Delta Sigma Theta. The Chair for this
year’s breakfast is Dr. Yvonne Wil
liams and the Co-Chair is Armetha
Williams. For tickets and additional
information call 727-867-6358.

Trust

Let the SCOOTER Store show
you why thousands of people
have trusted us to help them
regain their independence.
From help with Medicare
and insurance paperwork to inhome delivery, we work

Across From
Purple Haze Tobacco Shop

727-328-BONE

?99

America’s #1 Power Mobility Provider

1-866-877-0630
please mention code:
INS8906

Car Stereo ,

J. VC. AM/FM/CD Player
With Remote & 2 Yr Warr 149.99

Reg 179.99

'Windonnti49
Life Time Warranty

$<

gf

jjf

99
Reg 179.99

hard to earn your trust.

B^sThe SCOOTER Store

99

99

2 Windows

Chrome

Fend®*.

■

i
I

1

Some Cars Slightly Higher

Tin Dash/Over Head/Head Rest/Games

■ Active Arming, Voltage Sensing e

-^teg 149 9SU
|> mm MMI mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm Sm mm a|

■

■

-vC

>

With Over 17 Years At The Same*
Location You Know We’re Doing _
Something Right!!!!

L. mm — — mm mm mm mm mm m. mm mm mm mm mm mm Jl

Mon-Fri 10:30-7:00

Sat 10:30-4:00
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OBITUARIES

ADA GERTRUDE
MAJOR ALBURY

CLARENCE LEWIS
DRAKEFORD

BRENDA GAIL
FACYSON

ALBERT LEE
MCCLOUD, SR

RONALD MARK
NIXON, SR.

ALTHA
HAMMOND PECK

LUCIOUS
THOMAS

Bom June 30,1923 in
Clarence Town, Long
Island, Bahamas to Alfred
Major and Rose Gibson
Major.
Ada Gertrude
Major Albury passed
away February 18,2006.
« Survivors are husband
Joseph Albury, Jr., sons
Joseph Albury, III and
wife Enid, James R.
Albury and wife Gina,
daughters; Nancy Ruth
Waller and husband
Jackie, Spencer Lucille
“Tuni” Albury, sisters;
Priscilla Johnson, Doris
Major, Beatrice Marsh,
Olive Wilson and Victoria
Major, Brothers; Hiram
Major, Theophilus Major,
Henry
Major
and
Clarence Major, and a
host of other relatives and
friends.

Bom June 13, 1935 in
Brewton, Al to Calmack
and Essie
Drakeford.
Clarence Lewis Drakeford
passed away on February
13,2006.
He leaves to cherish his
memory
wife
Ann
Drakeford, sons; Patrick
Drakeford
(Joyce) \ of
Sebastin, FL, George Taylor
of Canada daughters; Renee
Alston (George) of Detroit
MI, Azalea Drakeford
(Reginald Johnson), sister,
Oriel Neiro, stepchildren,
David Booze (Bridget),
Wendel Booze, Russel
Booze, and Regina BoozeBostick (Brian), all of St.
Petersburg, Celete Stephens
(Trevor) of Miami, FL and
Marjorie Booze (James), of
Atlanta GA, and a host of
nieces, nephews, cousins
and other relatives and
friends.

Born January 17,
1950 in Jenkin County,
Millen Georgia to the late
Deacon Thomas & Ida
Facyson. Brenda Gail
Facyson passed away
February 18, 2006.
Survivors
include
two brothers, Mitchell
Facyson,
Thomas
(Gustina) Mathis, Green
Cove Springs, Fl: two
sisters,
Marsha
(Reverend
Fleming
Tarver); Ida B. (Deacon
Freddie Mason) Yulee,
FL; two nephews, Larry
Facyson, St. Petersburg,
Timothy
(Verne)
Jackson, St. Petersburg:
Sister-in-law
Gussie
Facyson, St. Petersburg,
Goddaughter
Evelyn
Watkins, St. Petersburg
and a host of nieces,
nephews, cousins and
friends.

Bom January 7, 1935
in Montgomery, Bullock
County, Alabama to the
late John McCloud and
Mary Walton McCloud.
Albert Lee McCloud, Sr.
passed away February 8,
2006.
Those left to cherish
his memories are son
Albert Lee McCloud, Jr.
Clearwater,
FL,
Daughters;
Juanita
McCloud
Page,
St.
Petersburg, Gwendolyn
Mayweather and husband
Verdie, Sr, Ocala, FL and
Evonn
McCloud
of
Columbus, OH, sisters;
Ethel
Colvin,
St.
Petersburg and Bernice
Anthony
of Tampa,
brother
Roosevelt
McCloud
and
wife
Carolyn Detroit, MI and a
host of other family and
friends.

Bom on November
27,
1957
in
St.
Petersburg, FL., to the
late Eddie Nixon, Sr.,
and Melinda L. Conage.
Ronald Mark Nixon, Sr.
passed away February
10, 2006.
He leaves to cherish
his memories wife April
D.
Nixon^
sons;
Rondale,
Martell,
Ronde
Nixon
St.
Petersburg and Ronald
Nixon
of
Orlando,
Daughters
Ronnesha
Nixon
Orlando,
Markesha, Marguella
and Marquilla Nixon St.
Petersburg,
brother
Eddie Nixon, Jr., sisters;
Agnes T. Nixon, Diana
Nixon-Ward (Wayne)
Orlando and a host of
other relatives and lov
ing friends.

Bom January 13,
1923 in Brooksville, Fl to
the late Frank and Pearl
Hammond.
Altha
Hammond Peck passed
away February 11,2006.
She leaves to cherish
her memories grandchil
dren; Wanda Hammond
McIntosh and husband
Kenneth, of Sweetwater,
AL., Grace Black, Curtis
Hammond, Jr., and wife
Jori, and Tamula H.
Andrews all of Atlanta,
GA. Five great-grandchil
dren, three sisters-in-law,
Esther Thomas
and
Rosalie Peck of St.
Petersburg and Georgetta
Hammond of South
Carolina and a host of
nieces, nephews, cousins,
other relatives, loving
friends and neighbors.

Bom October 21,
1946 in Springvale, GA to
the late Levy and Daisy
Thomas.
Lucious
Thomas passed away
February 10,2006.
He leaves to cherish
his memories sons; Brian
of Redmond Washington,
Marcos of Clearwater,
daughters;
Breriee’
Thomas of Bridgeton,
New Jersey and Keturah
Hughey
(Casey)
of
Atlanta, GA, brother
Leavy
Thomas
Jr.
(Madelyn)
Sanford,
Florida, sisters, Mamie
Rogers (Rev. John) ,
Gracie Pace and a host of
other relatives and friends.

t

CALVARY
CATHOUC
CEMETERY
Burial Spaces

$890

Pre-need
Interest-free
financing
available
11801-US. 19 N.
Clearwater, FL

727-572-4355

Today I peed to be still
apd let God love ipe.

SHEILA L.
ANDERSON

SUSIE MAE
LEWIS

Born January 16,
1956 to Lottie Allen and
Betell Anderson. Sheila
L.
Anderson
Allen
“Cookie” passed away
February 18, 2006.
Survivors
include
sisters; Mary Herrington
and
Judy
Groomes,
Miami,
Fl,
Shirley
Jackson,
Flossie
Middlebrooks,
Carrie
Robinson,
Clarinell
Robinson, Jassie Reed,
fetta Gary, Elizabeth
Harrington,
brothers;
Johnny
“Trigger”
Anderson and a host of
other
relatives
and
borrowing friends.

Born in Boston,
Georgia.
Susie Mae
Lewis passed
away
February 12, 2006 at
Mease Hospital.
Survivors are sons;
Julious Bolden and wife
Ruby
and
Emanuel
Bolden, sisters; Betty
Jean Laureano and Lillie
Thomas of St. Petersburg
and Florine Jackson of
West Palm Beach, Fl,
uncle, Reder Thompson
Jacksonville, Fl, three
grandchildren and 9 great
grandchildren and a host
of nieces, nephews,
cousins and sorrowing
friends.

WHEN LIFE KNOCKS YOU TO YOUR KNEES,
YOU’RE IN THE PERFECT POSITION TO PRAY!

God’s love Is ipy strength,
God’s love is ipv
protection.
God’s love is ipy light ip

SMITH
FUNERAL HOME

tfie ipldst of apy

SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE 1987

God’s love is the

Traditional - Memorial and
Chapel Services

fulfillipept of every

Cremation
World Wide Shipping
Monuments for All Cemeteries

hupger, every thirst.

We arrange Military Honors and

"g
n

darkpess.

Serve All National Cemeteries
for Veterans

“Upholding a tradition of service from our family to yours’
Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

727-894-22661 FAX 821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

God’s love is ipy source
apd ipy supply.
God’s love, ever presept,
is the oply thipg I peed,
wapt or seek today.
For ip the presepce of

"It's all taken care of"

The Weekly Challenger
Obituary Section Guidelines:

These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.
So that your funeral is fully funded apd won't be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can guarantee the future price at today's cost.

• Photos are printed in black and white only
• Deadline for submission is 4 p.m. Monday

ipy life apd ip ipy soul.
Today I peed to be still
apd let God love ipe.
As I speak these words,
as I thipk these words,
they take op the
presepce of the Holy
Spirit to becoipe the
circuipstapces of this
day ip ipy life.

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South

Obituaries can be delivered or e-mailed to:

St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

wceditor@tampabay.rr.com

(727) 895-6005
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God’s love, all is well ip

Let it be so!
Apd so it is!
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
CHURCH EVENTS LISTING
FRIENDSHIP MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
We are never defeated, unless we give up on God. ”

If we don t know what God is really like, if we
have not worshiped in His presence, if we have not
filled ourselves with His Word, then how can we pos
sibly recognize God’s presence in our lives?
God’s “anointed and appointed” Shepherd of
Friendship Missionary Baptist Church, Dr. John A.
Evans, Sr., Deacons, official staff and the entire
Friendship Family await your presence. We extend an
invitation to each of you to “sail” with us this coming
Sunday at 7:45 a.m. and 10:45 a.m. worship services
as we venture into the presence of God as Pastor
Evans breaks the bread of life. Come, get aboard the
SHIP.
The Youth Choir under the direction of our
Minister of Music, Bro. John Frazier, will render song
service, youth ushers will serve. In celebration of
Black History Month, the choir, ushers and members
will wear appropriate African Heritage Attire.
At 4:00 p.m. please join us for our Youth Freedom
Celebration.

BETHEL METROPOLITAN
BAPTIST CHURCH

GREATER MT. ZION AME
CHURCH

MT. ZION PROGRESSIVE
BAPTIST CHURCH

Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church extends an invita
tion to join us in the celebration, cultivation and
communication of His Word. The doori of “God’s House
in the City” swinging on welcome hinges are open fdr both
8:00 and 11:00 am services on Sunday, Sunday school at
9:30 am, Bible Study and Teen Summit on Wednesday
evening, at 7:00 p m.
As part of our Black History month celebration, we
will observe our annual Soul Food Fest after the 11:00 am
service on Sunday. The Youth Ministry promised us a
month of impressive heritage moments, and they have
certainly fulfilled their promise. Sunday’s Let the Children
Praise Him in Dance, Coordinated by Arthur McCoy and
Elizabeth Dingle was a powerful statement by our youth.
The Married Couples Ministry of Bethel Metropolitan
will attend the National Congress of Christian Education
Married Couples Conference, February 23-25, 2006 in
Tallahassee, FL, at the Holiday Inn Select. The theme this
year is ‘Marriage: Built To Last.”

"Nowfaith is being sure of what we hope for and

The Health and Wellness Ministry is offering
Aerobic classes every Saturday at 10:00am. Boy
Scouts and Girl Scouts meet every Monday at
6:30pm.
C.A.R.E. (Choosing Addiction Recovery
Efforts) will meet every Tuesday at 7pm in the
Youth House located at 1022 20th Street So. If you
or someone you know has an addiction, please
contact Minister Keith Murphy at 321-3440.
Youth Programs! Youth Programs! Youth
Programs! Youth Programs! GED Classes are held
Monday - Thursday 9am - 11am in the Genesis
building. Transportation is available. Contact Karen
Marshall for more info at 894-4311.
Mt Zion Human Services and the Youth
Opportunity Center provide after school training &
tutoring for youth ages 14 — 18. Assistance with
FCAT, ACT/SAT prep is available. Earn your GED
and an opportunity to win a free computer. There is
also Connection to Careers; Junior Achievement,
Job Shadowing, Workplace Internship an more for
youth ages 16-18. For more information please call
the Human Services office at 894-4311 ext 300.
All are welcome to join us each Sunday for
morning worship at 7:45am and 10:00am.
Wednesday night prayer begins at 7:00pm and Bible
Study at 8:00pm.
Visit our web site at: www.mzprogressive.org

EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES THIS MONTH:

Please join us every Wednesday for Noon-day
Bible Study @ 12:00 p.m. Bread of Life Prayer
Service and Mid-week Bible Study @ 7:00 p.m
“Becoming Disciples Through Bible Study”
Feb. 23
Feb. 23-25
Feb. 26.
Feb. 28

4:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Voices Rehearsal
Married Couples Retreat
Tallahassee, Florida
Youth Freedom Celebration
#2 Usher’s Ministry
Deacon’s & Deaconess Ministry
Male Chorus Rehearsal

Please visit our website at fmbctheship.org What
do you fear most? “Turn your fears and concerns over
to God”
jFear Fighters: Praise God for whom He is, Praise
Him for what he’s done in your life and your family’s
life, praise Him for what He’s currently doing in your
life and praise Him for what He will do for you in the
future.
Don’t be afraid, for I am with you. Do not be
dismayed, for I am your God. I will strengthen you.
I will help you. I will uphold you with my victorious
right hand......... ........ Is. 41:10

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
“One Body, One Spirit, One Hope”
The New Hope Missionary Baptist Church invites you
to worship with us on Sunday morning. Our morning
begins at 9:00 with Sunday School. Bring the family to
learn more about our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.
Worship continues at 10:30 with the melodious voices
of the Voices and Levites of Hope leading us in praise. The
Music team consists of Michael MeKenny, Vernard
MeKenny and Marcus Childs. The Bread of Life will be
served by Pastor Carlos L. Senior. We will be delighted to
have you worship with us. Won’t you join us?
Ihe Midweek P.U.S.H. (Prayer, Understanding and
Spiritual Healing) will be held on Wednesday evening at
7:00.

certain of what we do not see." Hebrews 11
According to this verse, faith is a substitute for
sight and possession. Faith gives to invisible things
a substance and spiritual concepts that
previously had no form suddenly become
embodied through faith. That which was once
invisible becomes concrete and tangible. But faith
does more than give hard, fast reality to that which
we do not see. It is through faith we understand that
we are not physical beings having a spiritual
experience but spiritual beings having a physical
experience. Little wonder the world cannot
understand a Christian’s faith. We have nothing, yet
we possess everything. We are sorrowful, yet we
are able to rejoice. We are poor, but we are rich.
Such is life when, through faith, we ascribe
substance to invisible things.
It has been through faith and by faith that Mt.
Zion has existed for 81 years; therefore, on
February 26th at 7:30 and 11:00 a.m., we are
celebrating our 81st Anniversary. We have two
great speakers: Rev. James C. Givins, Pastor of Mt.
Olive AME Church, Tampa at 7:30 and Judge
Michael F. Andrews, Circuit Court Judge of the
Sixth Judicial Circuit at 11:00 a.m. Please join us as
we celebrate and give God praises for abundantly
blessing us.
We also would like to invite you to join us each
Sunday morning at 7:30 and 11:00 AM during our
morning worship and Church School at 9:30. We
are having a great time on Wednesday night with
our Bible Study, Prayer Meeting and Praise Service
and we want you to come out and be blessed also.
Don’t forget to join us on: Wednesday, Vintage
Bible Study - 11:00 AM and Wednesday, Bible
Study, Prayer Meeting and Praise Service - 6:00
PM.
Upcoming events:

Prayer Band will be held on Thursday morning at
11:00. Join us as we pray for the church, community, and
the world.
FEBRUARY EVENTS

February 26th - 81st Church Anniversary
Thought for the week: “Where will you be
Sitting in eternity, smoking or non-smoking?”
Be blessed.

February 25th - Black History Celebration at 5:00p.m.
February 26th - Couples Meet and Greet - Immediately
following Morning Worship

UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH FLORIDA

“Accept God’s mercy and forgiveness today, and look
forward to the wonderful plan He has for your future.”

ST. PETERSBURG

An Evening of Joyful Sounds
WOMEN’S GROWTH INSTITUTE 24th ANNUAL RETREAT
For Women and Teens, March 10-11, 2006
"RUNNING THE RACE WITH ENDURANCE”

.

,'

w am ennraimlwt l>, suds a wnsts dntwl «f wirwtwsf, Wt*. es throw off everything daat hinders and the ate that
easily entangles, and let us tun with petaevetanee the taee mailet «us hur las. ihMimvA 12:1)

su

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Jannie M. Wfeenon, a rsafcs Kentuckian. b a Christian Woman wto toms Ihe Lnd
Ws,et«totisjy. Chosen in aferntiy te ba eonsectaisd te God, Jesus was aaknnwiedgsd as

Build
yourself a
cell in your

Gospel Sensation:

heartland

TYSCOT
Recording Artist

her Laid and Savior ai age nine.
Jannie is a graduate af Writft Siate Untawsly, »#<a Bacfiebris dagme to £
Adwinteation, Central Mtottgen Urihentity wttt a Matias in Management S Supenristan,
Mostly Bible MWe-Bible Stellas Serie* certificate, New Testament
Series
.
Certifeales. and frttematienaf Canter of Learning where site earned teacher Gaining
certfteaes for al iewete.
Jannie is a woman who has a passion for God’s Word. Audiefices evarywtos loss and
apprixiafa her for her powerful communication el Ute Word. She is ah author, a soast-ttenoast conference speaker, and a
(miner with Percents International daiwie eko laasis Bible stafas four days a week in her focal area and hosts tm wooidy radte
broadcasts. She has Wight Sunday School and has bean involved with service te her church and ooneeurtty for over 30 years,
and currentiy attends Beretin Missionary Church in Dayton, Ohio.
!n addition » her sninistrfes. jannie te founderof Sound Ward Ministries, wf rich tods tours to lands al ihe BRri*. There,
explore historical sites and experience to in-depth on-sito B&te Teaching.
In 1995 after 28 years of service, Jamie retired from Wright Pattorson Air Force Base and is ourrenily a full time servant of
ChrisL Jannie te widowed after 33 years of marriage, and has two children, Henee and Ralph.

Lucti/udfl Moore

retire there
to pray#

.' LUCINDA ■

--Catherine

Has recorded with.
Uezeldalx Walker,
Colorado’

of Siena

WfOOBB

The ^tbbs
gospel choir
USF gospel choir fnakwpa)
Baku. Bam ProducttoHz's Artist
(fvy «stetiAM£r, Brothers of
HflmtoiAry, § T, Awdersokt)
Hosted by (wrxk)
«SLS. IMANN5 HuqHBS

. asd many moreOl
fvetba Witherspoon was raised in a Christian home, her falhar being so Assistant Pastor and
her mother a teacher and Missionary. She received the Lord as her Savior at the age of three.
Ivatha has dona guest appearances in the Tampa Bay Area. She is grounded In her spiritual life,
and is only known to sing praises onio Ihe Lord. While developing spiritually, Ivey continues to
seek God’s guidance for doors to open, enabling her fo give Him honor
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and praise by ministering through songs.

USF Campus Activities Center
mJ

For Afore Information Calls
(727)327970 or (727) 823-5250

'

Swthdifo Tabernacle Baptist Church
3647/8th Avenue South, Sr. Here, FI 33711
Tfane visit otar website wew.sstbc,0tg

f.treated a* Ctonwr of Mh Ave Sooth
2nd.St. South
Spwsoretf by: USF St Petersburg Mulfkultunil Affair*
For Mere Inform sttton Contact 727-S73-4IM5
Parking for the eve-al will be avaitaWe in the
1st street South lot between 6th Ave. South a«d
Ave..
Airport Writing T.mt #16
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ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST
CHURCH

Pinellas County Commission
‘||,/-:C:halVman Will Speak In
Celebration of Black History

St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church, under the leadership of its dynamic-, spir
ited, man of God, the Reverend Brian Kenneth Brown; its official staff of Deacons
and Trustees, and the entire congregation of St.' Mark, extends to The
. community, its wishes that there would be an overflowing of God’s blessings upon
their lives in the New Year. St, Mark is grounded in a Christ-centered doctrine that
has as its central theme, a belief that we are a haven of hope, help, and healing for
a world hungering for and thirsting after the enlightened word of God. At St; Mark,
we are Christians filling to work and partner in unity, praising God for,His
awesome gift, His son Jesus Christ. Our prayer for our community is that you join
us in fellowship aswe Worship and praise the true arid the living God.

5 Inrecognition of Black History Month, Pinellas County
i Commission Chairman Kenneth T. Welch will speak on The
State of Black America: History, Heritage and Heresy at Prayer
Tower Church of God in Christ, 11:30 a.m. on Sunday, Feb. 26.
The church is located at 1137 37th St. S. in St. Petersburg.
, The event is open to the public.

Upcoming Events for February 2006

February 22
February 25

February 25
February 26

Church Outing to First Baptist Church, Sun City, Florida
at 7:30 p.m.
s
'
Women’s Bible Study at 9:00 a.m Join us as we ebntinue our
, study on “Entrusting Your Dreams to God: A Study on Hannah.”
Don’t miss this exciting morning of praise and worship, a
,
continental breakfast, Bible Study and small group discussions.
Health Ministry CPR Certification Class, 2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Churph Outing to Mt. Olive AME Bealsville Community,
Plant City, FL
Pastor and Male Chorus on program,at 4:00 p.m.
.
,

March 22

,

On the Horizon for March...

•

One day trip to Sawgrass Mills Outlet Mall in Sunrise, FL • ( )
(near,Ft. Lauderdale). Going.hy chartered bus ($30.00 per person).
Deadline to sigh-ilp add pay is March 12, 2006. Come join us for
a day of fun, fellowship and shopping til you drop. For more .
' details,'please chil the church office at (727) 321-6631.

- St. Mark offers:
Sunday School is held for children and adults of all ages. Sunday School starts

at 9:30 a.m. All are invited

come out apd join us. ,
•
;
Baptist Training Union is each Sunday at 5:00 p.m. Members and the
general public are invited to come out and study the Bible with us and learn “What
! Baptist Believe”.
St. Mark Tutoring Ministry: Free tutoring is available for all school‘age
children Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday from 4:15 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. a( St.
Mark under the direction of sis. Rhonda Jackson. Volunteers are needed and wel
comed.
!
!
*
to

As part of our ongoing ministry, we invite the public to join us in worship'and
fellowship during our weekly worship services, which include:
Early morning worship (First Sunday Only)
. Sunday School
(
MorningWorship
Baptist Training Union (Each Sunday)

7:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
5:00 p.m.

Other weekly services include Children and Youth Ministry Meetings
(Mondays at 6:00 p.m.); Sunday School Teachers’ Meeting (Tuesdays at 7:00
p.m.); Senior Hour of Power Bible Study (Thursdays at 9:30 a.m.) and Prayer
Meeting and Bible Study (Thursdays at 7;00 p.m).

,

PENTECOSTAL TEMPLE

; cogic

A

He that dwclleth in the secret place of the Most
High shall abide underthe shadow of the Almighty.
Psalm 91:1. /
Pastor William Anderson and the Pentecostal
Temple COGIC family are always glad to welcome ‘
guests and those who are new to our area. Our
. schedule of services is listed in the Church Directory
section of this newspaper.
Pastor
Anderson
delivered
a
stirring
message entitled “A Secret Place: That’s Where I
Want to Be.” Psalm chapter 91 was the foundation
for his message.4 This chapter gives us a snapshot of ,
the Psalmist’s love for and trust in God and
highlights some of the many blessings we have
when ;we abide in His Presence. In Him we have
security, provision, deliverance, concern for , our,
welfare and an assurance of His love. There is no
better place to be than abiding in that “secret place.!’ ’
The saints enjoyed a wonderful fellowship at the
Post-Valentine Social sponsored by the men of
Pentecostal Temple. The atmosphere was filled with i
laughter and praise as we enjoyed delicious

tf

“The Lord is
great and is
to be highly
praised; His

Celebrate the Occasion

greatness is
beyond
understanding.”
Psalms 145:3

homemade desserts and beverages. It \Vas a ‘
delightful way to close our Lord’s, Day worship.

fbe Paipily That
Prays Together
Stays Together

CHURCH DIRECTORY
GOOD
SAMARITAN
BAPTIST
CHURCH

Zion.

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

1820 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 821-3265

Phone: 894-4311
www.mzprogressive.org
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.

Reverend Larry R. Williams, Sr.

Worship Service: 8:00 a m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.tn.
(Adult and Youth)

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

i Are you a

Sabbath Observer?
Looking for
a gobd church with a Pentecostal atmosphere.
Well, Come to ttie House of God.

The House of God
Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Study

BISHOP JOHNNY
WILLIAMS and wife, LADY
CALQUETTA WILLIAMS
Daughters of Zion Women's Ministry ■

Mondays -7:30 P.M.
Praise & Worship Joy Night

Sabbath Every Friday 7:30 p.m.
Sabbath Morning 10:30 a.m.

Sabbath School

Sabbath Evening 1:30 p.m.

Praise & Worship Service

Sunday Available for Service

Church: 813-248-1907

Pastor Johnny L. Williams, Jr.

3403 N. 34th Street

bishopwilliamstampa@hotmail.com

None
Is Perfect
But
The
Father!

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Greater Gt. Paul Missionary
Baptist Church

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor
Church addresS: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755'
Mailing address: P.O. Box (235, Clearwater, FL 337551
Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727X443,04^17-y
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 am - 1:30 pm . ,
,
Radio iritemet: taritalk l340.com
Scheduled Services:

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”

Morning Worship

11:00 a.m.

Evehing Worship .... 6 p.m.
Bapfist Training Union 5 p.m.

Third avenue Soutb
St. Petersburg, FL

3144

G.

.

B.

Keel, pastor

'We're Busy os Bees - But Sweet As Honey"
■ 912 Third Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089

Tuesday Night
1

Church School. .......... .. . . . . .

General Bible Study

Thursday Night. Prayer Meeting
& Teachers Meeting

Rev. Clyde Williams

•

We welcome you at all times.

. ............... .. . . . . . . . . . . .9:00 A.M.

New Member Class . . .

. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . ... . . . . . . . 9:00 A.M.

Morning Worship

. .

. . . . . .

............. . . . . . . . . . . . .. , .10:30 A.M.

Prayer / Bible Study . . . .

. . . . . . . , .. . . . . ... .Tuesday 7:00 PM.

Youth Bible Study . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . Thursday 6:00 PM.

Mount Olive AME Church — Tampa

OrdainedMissionary

"The Church With A Vision"

Johnnie Mae Howard

1747 West LaSalle Street Tampa, FL

Cad: 727 $95-5239

Phone:323-7518

Rev. Wayne

7:00, pm

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal
Church
Rev. Jimmie

.............................................; 9:30 a.m.

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr.,
Senior Pastor

Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Sunday School

8:00 am
Early Morning
, 9:45 am ,
Church School
Mid-Moming t
11:00 am . ■
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study

Tampa, FL 33605

First Baptist Institutional Church
,

Sunday School ................ .8:00
Worship Service . .......... . .9:00
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting . .6:30-7:00
Wednesday, Bible Study .... .7:00-8:00

Salitt John Frinfi tive Baptist Clpirelt

813-254-5045

Thompson, Pastor
Sunday (Church) School..........................................9:30 a.m.

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

A 'Woman After
, Qocfs
Own Heart...

Sunday Worship..J.............,........„.........v.............n:00 a.m.

Spiritually Connected
Cafffor Troyers
'Testimonies

Reverend and:
Lady James C.
Givens Pastor

First SundayVVorship.......................7:45 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study .................. i.......i....i..,;...;...;.7:00 p.m.
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BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240

E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com
www.bmmbc.org
Sunday Worship Services
Sunday School
Prayer Meeting (Wednesday)
Bible Study

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
email: mchurch 1 @ tampabay.rr.com
Website: www.greatermtzioname.org

2700 5th Ave. So., St.
Petersburg, Fla.

Rev. Darrel Davis, Sr.

8:00 am • 11:00 am
9:30 am
7:00 pm
7:30 pm

■

Pastor
Sunday School................................... .............. 9:30am
Morning Worship................... ...................... 11:00am

“God’s House In The City”

Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church

L. JR Davis
Memorial Baptist Chureh

Rev. Rickey L. Houston

Evening Service........ ............ ........... ....... .'.. .6:00pm
Prayer Meeting, Bible Study

^Jlttlabelphia Cnmmunttty dhurclj

I

|

Early Morning Worship ...................................... .7:30 a.m.
Sunday School ...................................... ..
;9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............................................. .. .11:00 a.m.
Monday Bible Study ................................. ..
.6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
Vintage Bible Study .................... .11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Prayer Service............. .........................................6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Service.................................................... 7:00 p.m.
All Male Bible Study, Thursday ...........6:30 p.m.

|

HBfli
_

x-,.

Rev. Clarence Williams,
Pastor

Wednesday...........7:30pm

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday • 8:30 a.m.)Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

727-327-2009

"The church with a heart in the heart of the city"

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

Lakeview Presbyterian Church

The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin........................................................
Associate Pastor
Finance Ministry ................................................................. James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry .......................................................
Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry.............. ..
. .'. ............ .. . . . . >. . . . Wyvonnia McGee
"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

Stewart-Isom Memorial
Christian
Methodist
Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593

‘Pentecostal Teipple Cljurcl) of God ip Christ

1310 22nd Avenue South - St. Petersburg, FL 33705

(727) 822-0784
Sunday Worship - 10:30am

(Nursery Provided)

Sunday School (Adults and Children) - 9:30am
Sunday Choir - 9:30am
Gospel Choir - Mondays 6pm
Bible Study - Wednesdays 6pm

Rev. Todd and Ceska Sutton

Home of Operation Attack

"Doing justice, loving kindness, and walking humbly with our God."

Rev. A. Anthony Robinson III

2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 865-1520

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.

Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor

Morning Glory
Sunday School .
Morning Worship
Prayer & Bible Study
Intercessory Prayer

Sunday

9:00
9:30
11:00
7:30
5:45

Wednesday
Saturday

a,m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
a.m.

"J3 church working together for the upbuilding of Qods kingdom”

Macedonia Freewill Baptist
Church
Elder: Tony Smith

10th Street Church Of God

Bible Study: Thursday, 7:00 p.m.

207 - 10th Street North • St Petersburg, FL 33705

(727) 898-9407

Phillipians 3:14 “I press towards the mark for the
prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus”

Friendship
Missionaiy BaptistA

Sunday School...........................................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship..............................................11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening Prayer......................6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study.........„........7:30 p.m.

The church where what God’s word teaches
is practiced!
’’

Rev. Ronald L. Bell, Pastor

3300 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300
www.fmbctheship.org

Dr- J°hn A-Evans-

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Pastor

900 - 16th Avenue South • St Petersburg, Florida 33705
Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990
Pastor (727) 895-2119

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m. • Sunday Mid-Morning
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Communion is observed quarterly the first Sunday after eyery 5th Sunday.
The

MorningWorship: 11:00 a.m.

Sunday................7:45 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday School........................................ 9:30 AM
Wednesday..............Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life; 7 PM Prayer and Bible Study
Thursday..................... 7 PM Youth Enrichment
"Serving and Saving,” "Helping and Healing,"

Schedule of Services
Church School ........... ........ 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ........... .10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union .................5 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday ......... 9:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.

"Inspiring and Instructing," "Praying and Praising."

Rev. Brian K. Brown

Church Where Everyone is Welcome

“One weekjrom church makes one weak,”

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

Queen Street
Church Of God In Christ
1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 896-4356

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship............................... ........ ............. 7:00
Sunday School...... :........ ......... ................... .........................9:30
Morning Worship..................... ...............................10:50
Baptist Training Union...................... .............. .>............... 4:30

Communion........................................... .....7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
, Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays................................................................ ...........7:30 p.m.

Bro. Robert Smith

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor
9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School

Sunday Morning Bible Class.....................9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship ................... 10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ....... ,7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ...... ... .5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class .......7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class .... .7:00 p.m.

11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

YPWW First and Third Sunday of
Each Month after Morning Service

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.

Rev. G. M. Curry

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody” -

Dominion Worship Ministries
“Come Take Dominion Over Your Life Now”
Sunday

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727)896-5228

8am, 10am Morning Worship
lst & 3rd Sunday
5pm Evening Celebration

Monday

The Rock

of

Jesus Missionary Baptist Church

Church School................... 9:15 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Devotion: 10:00 a.m. - 10:15 a.m.
Praise and Worship: 10:15 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship Service: 10:30 a.m.
Bible Study each Tuesday evening at 6:30 p.m.
Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015
THE ROCK OF JESUS’ NEW LOCATION:
3940 - 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida
(formerly Childs Park United Methodist Church)
Telephone#: (727) 327-0015 • Fax #: (727) 327-0021
Office Hours: Monday thru Thursday
10:00 a.m. — 3:00 p.m.

Thursday

Pastor

Worship & Performing Arts Ministry

Monday. Wednesday. Saturday
6am Prayer

Pastor & Lady Doyle P. Scott, Sr.
Partners in Ministry

Dominion Worship Ministries
4016 - 12th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
727-321-8574 - dwc.tripod.com

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

3200 Fifth Ave. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 327-1373 ;

Rev. Norris L. Martin, Sr.

Wednesday
Noonday Prayer
5:30-9:30pm
“Inside the Family”

Rev. Carlos Senior

“One Body, One Spirit, One Hope”

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

Pastor

Sunday Services:
Church' School
9 am
Praise & Worship Service 10:30 am
Wednesday Services:
Midweek P.U.S.H. (Prayer Meeting/Bible
Study) ’
.
7 pm

Noonday Prayer
i 7pm Hour of Power Prayer

Early Morning Worship................................... .........7:30 a.m.
Sunday School................. .........------------------------ ......9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship................. ........................... .........11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer Meeting..7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer Meeting....................................... ..,.11:00 a.m.
“Raising A Standard For God’s People In God’s Church”

Place your
ad here

Place your ad here
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
Advertise your next garage sale here • Call Today! to place your ad • (727) 896-2922
c^arIes
pUTENbERq

BarBara

HAMRich

ReaItor 9

Wleorge E. Banks, M.D.

D.J. SAKS

Gynecology

Glenn Baker
Direct Uhe: (727) 867-7946

T 545 5. BdchER Rd.
CIearwater, FL ?5764

EmaiI:

Cdl: (727) 5) 5-8101
Fax: (727) 867-7949
blhamrich ® aol.com

5203 Central Avenue

(Mobile DJ)

St. Petersburg, FL 33710

727-866-2817

Office:(727) 327-2966
Fax:(727) 321-5514

C.llAltli s’’1

ftUUNbl rc,2

"S' ,

• Most Major Insurance Plans Accepted
• New Patients Welcomed
* Office Hours By Appointment

\

ULSMNniuzjIPlf

S Bricks Rwd

CImhuuik.

nr

: It/iB

K

Karev

ft 7f764
7J8-97OO

SjW
JoinlfieHospiceoftheFlondaSuiiwastaswecortinijetogrow!
We ins Io omjnisj tea of dedicated professionals inthe

Cell 727^2

ReaItor®
S,

Fax 727-867^660
; E-MAlt kAKtyjollNSON®VErifem.W:.

JgIinson

has employment opportunities
available.
Please call ourjobline or visit
our website for
an up-to-date list of our open
ings.
Jobline: (727) 821-4819 x8
weosite:
www.boleycenters.org

Cell 727-744-5357

——
.

Boley Centers for Behav
ioral Health Care

REED CHIROPRACTIC, P.L.L.C.
3651 421"1 Ave. South, Suite C-104
St. Petersburg, Florida 33711

3W.

“Clean Old School/New School Music"

mwiHss^Kuumus^

MMS..J0MU

The Science Center cordially invites you to:

1

-Restetel-WCetiMas-llstt
^M-MastadSttetaj

LIGHTING THE FLAME

WsteepiMMta)

Honoring Black History Month and the Science Center’s AfricanAmerican Scientists and Inventors exhibit

CMfcWMrts
KIaiaIahaaaa AaaiaIaaI DaaaaiiaI! DaiiIakanJ
W«C8 Mni • KOOSSral oOU

w

Thursday, Feb. 23, 6 p.m.
$25 for adults $15 for students
Please call 384-0027 to reserve by Feb. 17

lomdstaU
OBJlhjfcfeeceteteeotehteof
I. wlVlIWV
WVWIU
VWIWWl. VW. HIMI .IIIIMHW. III. III.. Ml
dying (^hndhtaib,e«hotf lesuneto

Used Church Furniture
Dr. Kelly M. Reed, Jr.

car«rs@thtepice.orgorcal)theHRDepl.3t727-5234100for

Featuring:

anappiirafa'eoe/dfwp

Master of Ceremonies: Koco Eaton, M.D.

Ms. Patricia Williams, L.M.T.

Pulpit with 5 chairs, Communion

CHIROPRACTIC AND ACUPUNCTURE
HEALTH CARE
MASSAGE THERAPY

NEUROMUSCULAR & RELAXATION THERAPY

Good Condition

Speakers:
Captain Javin Peterson, U.S. Air Force, KC-135 Aircraft Commander
in charge of refueling aircraft in Afghanistan

ACCEPTING AETNA & UNITED HEALTH CARE AND MOST
INSURANCE PLANS

Sold as a set for only $3,500

Chief Warrant Officer Tanya Johnson-Gilchrist, U.S. Army,

ALL MAJOR CREDIT AND DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED

Call Geneva

Table, Speaker Stand, 27 Pews

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS, SPORTS INJURIES,
MEDICARE AND MEDICAID

(

CENTCOM, in charge of audio, video and telecommunications 1
between Tampa Headquarters and Qatar.

Queen Street Church of God In
Three "Roses" at Every Closing

Music by the Henry Ashwood Jazz Duo * Light Hors d’oeuvers and
beverages* Tours of the Display and the Center
Sponsored by The St. Petersburg Times

Christ, Inc.
SELLER

BROKER

TRIPLE

BUYER

ROSE

727-421-4970

TheHospiceoftheFloiidaSync^tlOGO
fW.ttll^B,OI3

REALTY

Complete Real Estate Secrices or Referrals

Volunteers
Needed
The Bayfront Medical
Center Gift Gallery is
in need of volunteers

Mordecai Walker, Broker
Cell 727-4396567
E-Mail 3rosereally@veri2on.net

Phone 727-898-6543
Fax
727-5500815

ra

231 Driftwood Road S.E.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

•H.S

Food Service: food prep, cook, bus person, pastry
chef, and dishwasher^, Host/hostess, waiter/wait-

Bayline
Realty

IT’S TIME FOR BASEBALL! DEVIL RAYS NEED
PEOPLE FOR THE FOOD SERVICE TEAM!

We Sell HUD Properties / FHA-VA
www.baylineredty.com
bayline2@verizon.net

S MLS H

ress, food runners and concession food servers,
cashiers and suite attendants. Various seasonal posi
tions at Tropicana Field working with concessions,
the main dining room and club suites with the food

Joyce Green-Cooper

service team. Also Kane’s club and main dining
room staff needed. Work during Devil Rays games.

Realtor®

Flexible schedules. Fun environment and free food!

1002 N. MLK Avenue
Clearwater, FL 33755

Contact: Dave Langstaff @ 329-1490 Ext 113

Office: (727) 449-0455

Worknet Pinellas 624 lst Ave S., St. Pete, FL 33701

Cell: (727) 204-6183

Fax: (727) 447-5957

Hospice Career
Opportunities
www.thehospice.org

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
City of Gulfport Public Works. Responsible for
advanced clerical work, includes functioning as
administrative aid to department director.

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT IN COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS OF
CHAPTER

287.055, LAWS

OF FLORIDA, CONSULTANTS

COMPETITIVE

NEGOTIATION ACT, AS AMENDED AND THE CITY OF TAMPA'S WOMEN I
MINORITY BUSINESS ENTERPRISE PROGRAM

for our 3 convenient
4-hour daily shifts.
You will enjoy a free

Except as otherwise indicated herein, no further information is available before the deadline for submission of
letters of interest. Questions may be directed to Jim Greiner, P.E., City of Tampa, Contract Admin., 306 E. Jackson Street 4N, Tampa, Florida 33602; Telephone (813) 274-8598(after February 27th), fax (813) 274-8080, or e-mail
Jim.Greiner@tampagov.net. For assistance with downloading information files contact Mike Dyer at (813) 2748006 MichaelDyer@tampagov.net. Any submissions pursuant to this RFQ must be delivered to Steve Daignault,
P. E., Chairman, Consultants’ Competitive Negotiation Committee, City of Tampa - c/o Contract Administration
Department - 4th Floor North, 306 F. Jackson Street, Tampa, Florida 33602, NO LATER THAN 2 PJVL, Thurs
day, March 9th, 2006. RFQ 6- D- 58 - TheCity of Tampa desires to obtain Professional Engineering services asso
ciated with the replacement of the 12th Street Wastewater Force Main. Services may include but may not be lim
ited to; design, permitting, preparation of contract documents for the replacement of the 42- inch PCCP, 12th
Street Force Main, possible services during construction, or any related activities. Background: As a result of a
recent failure of the 12th Street Force Main, an investigation was conducted to determine the cause of the failure
and provide recommendations to prevent future failures. The report on the findings recommended replacement of
force main between the Sulphur Springs Pumping Station and Norfolk Street (approximately 3000-ft), which
includes a 200-ft subaqueous crossing of the Hillsborough River. The elements required for the project include:
analysis and selection of force main alignment, pipe material, and methods for crossing river; hydraulic transient
analysis and surge protection; surveying; developing all construction drawings and specifications; coordination
with adjacent utilities; submitting and obtaining all required permits. The City may, at its option, engage the
selected firm for other services during construction or other related activities. The selected Consultant must have
considerable experience with the planning and design of large diameter wastewater force mains. As-built draw
ings, the report on the investigation of the failure, and other related information will be made available at:

meal ticket to our

http://www.tampagov.net/dept_Public_Works/documents/rfqs.asp Consultants desiring to provide these profes
sional services to the City must submit three (3) sets of the following: A Letter-of- Interest, complete resume of
qualifications including Standard Form 330 or 254, and material that allows evaluation for further consideration
(short-listing) in a Qualifications-Based selection process using the following criteria items: Successful large force
main design experience, (30%); Experience, Approach and Methodology with Projects of similar Scope and Com
plexity (30%); Workload and Availability(15%); Office Location(5%); Past Performance/Low Amount of City
Work(10%); Standard Form #330 or #254 (5%); Planned W/MBE

ous volunteer opportu

cafeteria
parking

and

free

with

each

shift. If you are inter
ested in volunteering
or would like more
information,

please

contact Teresa at 727893-6054. (Other vari

nities also available
within our facility.)

Requires

excellent customer service skills, proficiency in MS
Office, knowledge of business English and Math. 4

PICK OF THE WEEK!

yr Secretarial or complex clerical exp. preferred.

TIRED OF PUTTING YOUR LIFE

Entry $13.40/hour. Background/drug screenings will

ON HOLD EACH MONTH?

accepted at 2401 53rd Street S., Gulfport, FL .E.O.E

Do You Experience Heavy Menstrual Bleeding
Qn 2 To 5 Days Of Your Regular Menstrual
Period?
Does Heavy Menstrual Bleeding Keep You From
Your Normal Social And Work Activities? A.
:j
If you answered yes to these questions, ,
you may qualify for a research study of an
investigational drug for heavy menstrual bleeding.
This investigational drug is not a hormone.
You must:
» Be a generally healthy woman between the
ages of 18 and 49.
• Have regular menstrual cycles with heavy
bleeding
• Not have any other bleeding disorder
If you qualify you will receive study drug and
study related procedures including physical
exams, electrocardiograms, eye exams and
laboratory tests al.no cost. You will also receive
compensation for your time and travel.

_

,,..

_..

.

.

..

radiXnt

Call Mon-Fn for more information

727.343.4706
$010 Park Boulevard, Pinellas Park, FL
www.radiantresearch.com

kssSaxch

be conducted. Position open until filled. Applications

DOG DAYS
MMSSM

F LORSCJA

LOTTO

8-14-15
1 *T
1 \J
43-45-49

OASH 3

YOUR AD HERE

(2-1
8-2
4-8
>
1-3 4-2
7-4

445 923 421
81 9 676 301

CALAMARI

THE WAY IT SHOULD BE!
LIGHT AS A FEATHER GOLDEN
FRIED IN IOO% PEANUT OIL
S4.OO

MID PENINSULASEAFOOD
MAMET ( RHTAUBANT

400 40th Si South
St. Petersburg FL
(III) 917-8E
8309
(717) 318-8E
8389
Mon Sat
AM te O PM

r ...«•»• nsi.ii.

toWHERE THE LOCALS BUY .. . FOR OYER 11 YEARS.
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MIDTOWN ENJOYS “FEET ON THE STREET”

FIRST TIME EVER!
Your Choice King or Queen Site Mattress Sets
Seru Dover Firm (Tf)

Serta. CapewWe Euro Piliowtop (83)

*8999S

SAVE up to WWW on King Sfe»
SAVE up to $99,95 on Queen Size
Serta Cheyenne Euro Piliowtop (93)

M299”
SAVE up to
on Kmg Site
SAVE up to £IW.M on Queen JWie

$999”

SAVE up to im.Sto on King Site
SAVE up to $199.95 on Quean Site

Serta Oxford Cushion Firm (87)

*1199’*
or

SAVE up to
SAVE up to |

Serta Stanhope Ultra Cushion Top (97)
Our Very Best/

51499”

SAFE up to JW.90 on King Site
SAVE up to &99.9S on Queen Slwr

W

King Size
Queen Slie

PLUS, FREE SERTA COMFOmHEm
4 $ t $9,95 Wuel See store for <fetotis>
AU Serta <£ Bodcock Alottrettes On So/e dur/ng thts Event/

Just for fieri

,

Jewelry Box

Ismi

TW# S©f M 40FP

Electric Heater Fireplace
42” W x 13.5” D x 40” H

Great Value
Great Service

$ C QQ91

MM

NO INTE
2200 Martin Luther
King Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida
»»■

P HOME FURNISHINGS CENTER
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ttK-eattM&afi
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< tetiK,
iS&Ml„ i&tti&gfcrfhtonfcwiiM!
J'S&u

727-822-3741
$ Ubsesas
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NO PAYMENTS
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kPUBLIX

CELEBRATES

HISTORY

* my recipe for living, my history.

Si

Elizabeth Omilami

.Humanitarian, Social Advocate, Crusader
f Hosea Feed the Hungry and Homeless | Atlanta, Ga.

r

x*

Main ingredient; Passion

Elizabeth Omilami’s commitment to the
homeless, the hungry and the working
poor was sparked long before she assumed
leadership of Hosea Feed the Hungry and
Homeless, the organization founded by her
father. Believing “Whenever we get too big
to do the little things, we have lost the real
meaning of life,” Elizabeth’s mission is to
provide more than hot meals, but also
hope for a better life.

Publix
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www.publ3x.com
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